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The scalar-scalar-gradient filtered joint density function (FJDF) and its trans-
port equation for large eddy simulation (LES) of turbulent combustion is studied
experimentally. Measurements are made in the fully developed region of an axisym-
metric turbulent jet (with jet Reynolds number UjDj/ν = 40000) using an array
consisting of three X-wires and three resistance-wire temperature probes. Filtering
in the cross-stream and streamwise directions are realized by using the array and by
invoking Taylor’s hypothesis, respectively. The FJDF and the terms in the transport
equation are analyzed using their means conditional on the filtered scalar and the
subgrid-scale (SGS) scalar variance. The FJDF is unimodal when the SGS scalar
variance is small compared to its mean value. The scalar gradient depends weakly
on the SGS scalar. For large SGS variance the FJDF is bimodal and the gradient
depends strongly on the SGS scalar; therefore the often-invoked independence as-
sumption is not valid. The SGS scalar under such a condition contains a diffusion
layer structure and the SGS mixing is similar to the early stages of binary mixing.
The iso-scalar surface in the diffusion layer has a lower surface-to-volume ratio than
those in a well mixed scalar. The conditionally filtered diffusion of the scalar gra-
dient has a S-shaped dependence on the scalar gradient, which is expected to be
qualitatively different from that of a reactive scalar under fast chemistry conditions.
However, because modeling is performed at a higher level and because the scalar-
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scalar-gradient FJDF contains the information about the scalar dissipation and the
surface-to-volume ratio, the FJDF approach is expected to be more accurate than
scalar filtered density function approaches and has the potential to model turbulent
combustion over a wide range of Damköhler numbers.
An alternative for LES, the self-conditioned fields approach, is studied exper-
imentally using the three-scalar mixing setup. This flow approximates the mixing
process in turbulent non-premixed flames as mixing between the center jet scalar and
the co-flow air must involve the annulus scalar. The physical-space scalar structures
are investigated using the self-conditioned JPDF and the terms in the self-conditioned
JPDF transport equation. The self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on the filtered
fields (the filtered scalar and SGS variance) is studied first. The results are consistent
with the FJDF results with additional spatial structures obtained. The transition
of the peaks in the self-conditioned JPDF directly indicates a ramp-cliff structure in
the physical space. The self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on the proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) coefficients is also studied. Unlike the locally filtered scalars,
POD can best capture scalar structures and is a full-field parameter. The condition-
ing variables in the self-conditioned JPDF and their values are the same. Therefore
the spatial variations of self-conditioned JPDF can be investigated in the entire field.
Similar to conditioning on the locally filtered scalar and SGS variance, POD coeffi-
cients of scalar field and scalar square field are used as the conditioning variables. Our
analysis shows the mixing process depends on the POD coefficient of the scalar square
field. For small POD coefficient of the scalar square field, the scalars are well mixed
with unimodal self-conditioned JPDF and the initial three-scalar mixing configura-
tion is lost. For large POD coefficient of the scalar square field, the scalars are highly
segregated with bimodal self-conditioned JPDF at radial locations near the peak of
the variance of the center jet scalar. For the higher velocity ratio cases, the peak
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value of variance is larger and also the variance value is larger close to the centerline,
hence resulting in stronger bimodality and appearance of the bimodal self-conditioned
JPDF closer to the jet centerline. For the lower velocity ratios cases, the bimodal
range extends further towards the jet edge due to a wider variance profile and larger
values of variance. For the self-conditioned diffusion, the streamlines first converge to
a manifold in the scalar space and continue along with the manifold to a stagnation
point. The manifold is well defined at locations with bimodal self-conditioned JPDF,
providing a mixing path between the center jet scalar and co-flow air. The initial
three-scalar mixing configuration is maintained. The self-conditioned dissipation re-
sult further reveals the scalar structures in the flow. For the bimodal self-conditioned
JPDF, the ramp-cliff structure is less steep at location with the strongest bimodality,
i.e., smaller dissipation rate of the center jet scalar. The center jet scalar is similar to
the mixture fraction in the non-premixed flames. The spatial structures obtained in
the self-conditioned approach provides a better understanding of the mixing process
in the turbulent reactive flows.
Calculation of the self-conditioned field generally requires 2-D images due to
its spatial dependence. However, 2-D measurements of mixture fraction in flames
remain a challenge due to the limitations of existing measurement techniques, such
as weak signals, requiring quenching corrections or limited to certain flames. A new
technique that overcomes these limitations is developed to obtain 2-D images in pi-
loted methane/air flames by utilizing the much stronger two-photon laser-induced
fluorescence (TPLIF) of iodine atoms. Photodissociation characteristics of iodine are
analyzed with 532nm and 266 nm lasers.
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Fossil fuels are widely used in engineering applications. Despite increasing
usage of other energy sources such as solar, wind and nuclear, fossil fuels are still
the major source of energy. Therefore combustion technology will remain important
due to the dominance of fossil fuels for a range of applications, such as aircraft en-
gines and freight trucks. For combustion process in application devices, such as gas
turbine, furnace and internal combustion engines, the flows are generally turbulent
because of their high Reynolds numbers. Turbulence greatly increases the mixing
rate due to the turbulent transport and thereby enhances combustion. On the other
hand, combustion process releases heat and generates flow instability by gas expan-
sion, thereby enhancing the transition to turbulence. Combustion process in these
devices often involves different combustion regimes, such as premixed flames, mixing
controlled regime and chemical kinetics controlled regime. Therefore, it is important
to understand the turbulence-chemistry interactions.
The turbulent combustion system is governed by the conservation of mass,
momentum, species and energy equations. In order to solve these equations, it is
necessary to resolve all the length scales and time scales in the flow. However, the
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length scales involved in turbulent flames vary from characteristic length scale of the
device to the smallest turbulent mixing length scale (Kolmogorov length scale ), or
the smallest length scale in the reaction zone, and time varies from the residence
time to the Kolmogorov time scale or the reaction time scale, respectively. Moreover,
chemical reactions for many fuels usually involve hundreds of species. Even for sim-
ple hydrocarbon fuels, an accurate description of chemical reactions requires 20-40
species. Due to large range of the length and time scales and complex chemical mech-
anisms, direct numerical simulation (DNS) of turbulent combustion in the engineering
devices will not be possible in the near future. Therefore, it is inevitable to develop a
tractable and relatively accurate approach to model the turbulent combustion process
instead of resolving all the quantities involved.
Several approaches have been developed to predict the turbulent flows such
as RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes) and LES (Large eddy simulation). In
RANS, turbulent fluctuations at all length scales are treated statistically while the
large-scale scalars are resolved in LES and only small-scale scalars or the sub-grid
scales (SGS) need to be modeled. Because only the effects of SGS scalars are modeled,
LES is expected to be more accurate than RANS. LES has gained popularity in
turbulent combustion in recent years. In LES, the large-scale transport of species
and temperature are computed while the unresolved mixing and turbulence-chemistry
interaction are modeled.
In the dominant filtering approach for LES, scalar filtered density function
(FDF) is usually modeled. Previous studies have shown that the subgrid-scale scalar
mixing has two regimes depending on the instantaneous SGS scalar variance based on
the FDF of mixture fraction in the jets (e.g.,Tong 2001; Wang and Tong 2002) or the
filtered mass density function (FMDF) in the flames conditioned on the resolvable-
scale scalar and the SGS scalar variance (e.g., Wang et al. 2007; Cai et al. 2009).
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The FDF with small SGS variance values (compared with its mean) is close to Gaus-
sian, suggesting a well mixed SGS scalar. For the large values of SGS variance, the
conditional FDF is bimodal, which implies there is a ramp-cliff structure separat-
ing the two SGS mixtures. The results for FMDF in turbulent flames also show
similar trends (Wang et al. 2007). For small SGS scalar variance, The FMDF is uni-
modal, indicating the SGS scalar is well mixed and the turbulence cascade is likely
to dominate the SGS mixing process, thus resulting in distributed reaction zones.
For large SGS scalar variance, the FMDF is bimodal, indicating highly non-premixed
SGS scalar fields, therefore, this regime generally supports flamelets. Previous studies
(Cai et al. 2009; Liu and Tong 2013) have shown that the filtered joint mass den-
sity function (FJMDF) of mixture fraction, temperature and species mass fractions
has complex structures. Modeling the small-scale mixing and turbulence-chemistry
interaction still remains an challenge (Pope 2013), especially when there are local
extinctions and reignitions. Current LES is not capable of predicting the unresolved
scalar mixing with sufficient accuracy, partly because the physical space structure of
multiple scalars and its effects on the LES fields are not well understood and properly
represented.
To develop improved LES models, further investigation into the unsolved
physics in the context of the employed framework of LES is needed. In the dom-
inant filtering approach, small-scale physical-space structures are smeared because of
spatial filtering, while previous studies (e.g., Cai et al. 2011) have shown the impor-
tance of the physical-space structure, which contains important unresolved physics
of multi-scalar mixing. For a given set of scalar-space distribution, the mixing pro-
cess could be qualitatively different for different physical-space structures. Previous
studies (Cai et al. 2011; Li et al. 2017) have shown that for three-scalar mixing in
coaxial jets, the mixing path in the scalar space takes a ’detour’, in contrast to di-
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rectly approaching the scalar mean in isotropic fields, due to different physical-space
structures. Therefore accurate modeling without information about these structures
is unlikely. Furthermore, since LES uses reduced descriptions of the full turbulent
velocity and scalar fields, the relationship between the LES fields and the true tur-
bulence fields depends on the LES approach. The LES fields using filtering approach
evolve differently with the true turbulent fields. The ambiguous relationship between
the LES field and true turbulent field makes it difficult to interpret the physics rep-
resented in SGS mixing results.
A new approach for LES, the self-conditioned fields approach, was introduced
by Pope (2010). In this method, the LES fields are the mean velocity and the
JPDF of the species mass fractions conditioned on the filtered fields, therefore the
probability distribution of the turbulent fields has been taken into account. The
self-conditioned fields method overcomes many limitations inherent in the filtering
approach. The self-conditioned fields method eliminates filtering, therefore retains
some the physical-space structure information for a better understanding of small-
scale mixing process. In addition, the ’ideal LES’ (Langford and Moser, 1999; Pope,
2000a) can be achieved by using the equivalent system (Pope, 1985). Therefore, the
LES using the self-conditioned fields approach has a precise correspondence with the
true turbulent fields, hence eliminating the ambiguity in the filtering approach. There
are many conditioning variables satisfying the self-conditioned fields definition and
Pope (2010) suggested that the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) is one of
the optimal choices. The POD was introduced to fluid dynamics, specifically turbu-
lence, by Lumley (1967) for coherent structures and it provides a basis for the modal
decomposition of data obtained in experiments (Holmes et al. 1996). POD modes
maximize the variance of the fields contained in them, therefore can best capture the
physical-space structures of the scalar and its fluctuations.
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The self-conditioned fields enable us to study the effect of the spatial struc-
tures on the mixing process. Note that when three-dimensional structures with ran-
dom orientations are sampled by two-dimensional images, the images have the three-
dimensional information about these structures and they can be inferred statistically
from the two-dimensional images (e.g., Dahm and Buch 1989). Therefore, effective
self-conditioning requires two-dimensional images of the scalar fields because of its
three-dimensional spatial dependence. In non-premixed flames, reactive scalars are
strongly dependent on the mixture fraction, which is a conserved scalar. As a first
step, understanding of the self-conditioned JPDF of the mixture fraction in the non-
reactive flow will be investigated to provide a basis for understanding that of the
reactive scalars. Therefore, the non-reactive coaxial jets data from Li et al. (2017) is
used for calculating the self-conditioned JPDF and the terms in its transport equa-
tion.
The mixture fraction has been studied extensively because of its importance
in understanding and modeling turbulent nonpremixed/partially premixed flames. In
a two-feed nonpremixed flame (e.g., Bilger 1976, Peters 1984), the mixture fraction
is defined as: ξ = Y−YO
YF−YO , where Y is a conserved scalar such as the mass fraction of
any element that is not altered by chemical reactions, YF and YO are the values of
Y in the fuel stream and the oxidizer stream, respectively. Measurements of mixture
fraction in flames remain a challenge due to the limitations of previous measurement
techniques. There are techniques generally falling into two categories: Those based
on measurements of the major species in the flame and those on an inert tracer. For
the former, Raman scattering technique can be employed to obtain the mass fraction
of all the major species (e.g., Barlow and Karpetis 2004 and Karpetis and Barlow
2002). However, due to the weak Raman scattering signals, the method is limited
to one-dimensional (1D), consequently one-component of the dissipation rates. To
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avoid the weak Raman signals, simplified chemistry is ofter assumed to reduce the
number of species measured. While such techniques are capable of two-dimensional
imaging, the assumption of reduced chemistry is not warranted and can result in
large errors, especially in the reaction zone. For the latter category, a tracer such
as NO or acetone is seeded in the fuel stream (e.g., Sutton and Driscoll 2002 and
Sutton and Driscoll 2006). Due to the much stronger LIF signal, these techniques
are capable of providing two-dimensional images of the mixture fraction. However,
the use of NO is limited to dry CO flames (Sutton and Driscoll 2006). Acetone
undergoes pyrolysis near the flame zone; therefore they are not capable of providing
the mixture fractions in the reaction zone, where they are needed the most. A more
recent technique used planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of Krypton (Hsu et al.
2011), but requires quenching corrections, for which two-dimensional images of all the
major species are needed. Because no current measurement techniques are capable
of providing two-dimensional images of all the major species, their quenching effects
cannot be determined accurately. Therefore, a new quenching-free technique with
sufficient accuracy is needed for mixture fraction and temperature measurements in
the flames.
To enable simultaneous two-dimensional mixture fraction and temperature
imaging under a wide range of combustion conditions, a novel technique based on
the use of photodissociation (PD) was proposed at Clemson by Zhao et al. (2009,
2010, 2011), which overcomes the limitations of existing measurement techniques.
The diagnostic concept of this technique consists of two parts, the photodissociation
of precursor and probing of the fragments. Iodine (I2), which is seeded in the target
flow, has been identified as an excellent precursor (Zhao et al. 2009, 2010, 2011). In
step one, the PD laser pulses dissociate all species containing I element, including I2,
HI and CH3I; therefore the I element only exists as atomic I in the flow field. Once
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the photodissociation is complete, the mass fraction of these foreign I atoms forms a
conserved scalar and represents the mixture fraction of local flow fields. Then in step
two, a probing laser pulse is used to detect the number density of the atomic I, from
which the mixture fraction can be inferred (in combination with Rayleigh scattering
measurements). Two-photon laser induced fluorescence (TPLIF) of iodine atoms can
be used to detect atomic I. The TPLIF signal is linearly proportional to the laser
intensity and is quenching free under moderate laser irradiance. Thus, this technique
avoids the need for quenching correction and provides a unique capability to image
mixture fraction in two dimensions.
The present work aims to gain a better understanding of scalar mixing in tur-
bulent combustion. We will investigate the subgrid-scale scalar and scalar gradient
statistics in the framework of filtering approach, the physical-space structure in the
self-conditioned fields and its effects on the mixing process, and a new measurement
technique capable of producing 2-D flame images with great accuracy. The rest of
the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, the scalar scalar-gradient fil-
tered joint density function (FJDF) and its transport equation for LES of turbulent
combustion is studied. Chapter 3 introduces the POD analysis and describes the
concepts of the self-conditioned fields. The self-conditioned JPDF and the terms in
its transport equation are also investigated. The physical-space structures contained
in the self-conditioned JPDF and their influence on the unresolved mixing are ex-
amined in coaxial jets. Chapter 4 introduces the new experimental technique using
iodine as the tracer and shows the progress and challenges in this experiment. A
better understanding of the turbulent mixing of multi-scalar and turbulent-chemistry
interaction, can help development of improved mixing models capable of accurately
predicting multi-scalar mixing and turbulence-chemistry interaction, including in lo-





Reproduced from [Mengyuan Yuan, Hengbin Zhang, and Chenning Tong ,
”Investigation of scalar–scalar-gradient filtered joint density function for large eddy
simulation of turbulent combustion”, Physics of Fluids 33, 035121 (2021)], with the
permission of AIP Publishing.
2.1 Introduction
Large eddy simulation (LES) is gaining increasing importance as an approach
for computing turbulent reactive flows. The scalar filtered density function (FDF)
method (Colucci et al., 1998) has been shown to be a highly effective way to account
for the effects of the SGS mixing. The method solves the FDF transport equation
in which the effects of reactions on the evolution of the FDF are in closed form.
However, it has the limitation that it contains no information about the small-scale
spatial structure. In addition, the effects of reactions on mixing (scalar diffusion)
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must be modeled; therefore it is difficult to apply this approach to a wide range of
Damköhler numbers without assumptions about the flame structure.
A higher-level approach solves the scalar–scalar-gradient filtered joint density
function (FJDF) transport equation, in which the effects of reactions on the scalar
gradient distribution are also in closed form (Pope, 1990). The scalar–scalar-gradient
FJDF contains the information about the scalar and its dissipation rate, which play a
central role in the laminar flamelet (Peters, 1984), the quasi-equilibrium distributed
reaction zones (Bilger, 1988), and the conditional moment (Bilger, 1993) approaches
for nonpremixed combustion. It also contains the iso-scalar surface-to-volume ratio
which is often used in modeling premixed combustion (Pope, 1990). Models for
the evolution of the scalar–scalar-gradient joint probability density function (JPDF)
have previously been developed (Meyers and O’Brien, 1981; Fox, 1994) and can in
principle be adapted to the FJDF approach. To develop improved models used in
the scalar–scalar-gradient FJDF approach, understanding of the physics of the SGS
scalar and the scalar-gradient fields is essential. In the present work we investigate
the scalar–scalar-gradient FJDF of a conserved scalar and its transport equation.
The FJDF is defined as (Pope, 1990; Colucci et al., 1998)











δ(ψi − ψ̂i)〉L (2.1)
where φ̂, ψ̂ are the sample-space variables for the scalar φ and its gradient ψ =
∇φ; δ and G are the Dirac delta function and the filter function, respectively. The
integration is over all physical space. A filtered variable is denoted as 〈·〉L. The
9
symbol 〈·〉 is used for ensemble averages.


























where D is the molecular diffusivity and 〈 · |φ̂, ψ̂〉L denotes a conditionally
filtered variable conditional on the scalar and its gradient. The left hand side is
the time rate of change of the FJDF and advection of FJDF in physical space by
the fluid velocity u. The first term on the right hand side represents transport in
scalar space by the scalar diffusion and the second and third are transport in scalar-
gradient space by the scalar-gradient diffusion and the scalar-gradient production.
The alternatives to the two conditionally filtered diffusion terms are the scalar dis-










The gradient of a conserved scalar in turbulent flows is generally considered to
be a small-scale variable and is highly intermittent. According to Kolmogorov’s hy-
potheses it is statistically independent of scalar fluctuations in high-Reynolds-number,
(quasi-) equilibrium flows. However, the scalar dissipation has been observed to de-
pend on scalar fluctuations, although their correlation coefficient is generally low in
flows without large-scale intermittency (Tong and Warhaft, 1994). In developing
scalar fields or in highly intermittent regions of fully developed flows, the dependence
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can be significant. In the early stages of initially binary mixing the scalar dissipa-
tion is strongly dependent on the scalar (Eswaran and Pope, 1988). Scalar gradient
obtained in Monte Carlo simulations of binary mixing is also found to be depen-
dent on the scalar (Fox, 1994). Significant correlations have also been observed in
the developing region of a turbulent jet and near the wall of a turbulent boundary
layer (Anselmet et al., 1994). Because of the role played by the scalar gradient in
combustion modeling, the correlation is important and requires further investigations.
In the present work we study the characteristics of the FJDF and some of
the SGS terms in its transport equation. Unlike PDFs, a FJDF is not a statistic,
but a random variable, and therefore must be characterized statistically. For a filter
size smaller than the integral length scales, the (unconditioned) mean FJDF approx-
imately equals the JPDF. Important characteristics of the FJDF can be revealed by
its conditional means. Previous investigations of conditional scalar FDF and scalar-
scalar-dissipation FJDF have shown that the SGS scalar at a given location in a flow
is on average in equilibrium and in non-equilibrium for small and large instantaneous
SGS variance, respectively (Tong, 2001; Wang and Tong, 2002; Wang et al., 2004).
Here for convenience we refer to both the cases of the SGS production equal to and
smaller than the dissipation as quasi-equilibrium, because the corresponding SGS
fields have very similar characteristics. For an equilibrium SGS scalar the FDF is
on average close to Gaussian and the scalar dissipation has only moderate depen-
dence on the SGS scalar. However, for a non-equilibrium SGS scalar at large SGS
scalar variance, the FDF is bimodal and the scalar dissipation depends strongly on
the SGS scalar. The SGS scalar is also characterized by the presence of a diffusion-
layer structure (ramp-cliffs) previously observed (Tong and Warhaft, 1994; Buch and
Dahm, 1998). These characteristics are similar to the early stages of initially binary
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mixing (Eswaran and Pope, 1988). Because the SGS scalar in the equilibrium and
nonequilibrium regimes is dominated by different structures and dynamics, the FJDF
could potentially be modeled more accurately than the unconditioned FDF (or PDF),
leading to improved LES statistics. In this work we use velocity and passive temper-
ature data obtained experimentally in the fully developed region of an axisymmetric
turbulent jet to analyze the scalar–scalar-gradient FJDF and its transport equation.
2.2 Facilities and apparatus
The jet facility was housed in a large, air conditioned room. The jet was pro-
duced with an assembly of a nozzle and a plenum chamber (Figure 2.1) which contains
a section of flow-straightening honeycomb and three stages of damping screens. The
jet assembly was mounted vertically on a 5×5ft2 grill portion of the floor to allow the
flow of entrainment air (Fig. 2.1). The flow downstream of the nozzle was surrounded
by a circular screen (1/16” mesh size) of 6 ft in diameter to reduce the disturbances
in the room. A collection hood at a downstream distance of 260 nozzle diameters
(3.9 m) minimizes the effects of the ceiling on the jet. The hood was connected to
an exhaust fan with the flow rate adjusted by a throttle. Jet air supply was heated
with a pipe heater before entering the plenum chamber, producing an excess temper-
ature (above the ambient) of 20◦C at the nozzle exit. The jet nozzle had a fifth-order
polynomial profile with a large contraction ratio (≈ 100), producing a nearly top-hat
velocity profile at the nozzle exit.
Measurements were made for a jet exit velocity Uj of 40 m/s, which gives a
jet Reynolds number Rej of 40000. The nozzle diameter Dj was 15 mm. Refer to
Table 2.1 for other flow parameters. Data were collected at a downstream distance



















The mean axial velocity on the jet centerline Uc at this down stream loca-
tion was 3.07 m/s and the resulting Uj/Uc value was comparable to previous results
(Wygnanski and Fiedler, 1969; Panchapakesan and Lumley, 1993; Hussein et al.,
1994). The excess mean temperature was approximately 1.25◦C and the normal-
ized temperature was similar to those in previous studies (Dowling and Dimotakis,
1990). The Kolmogorov scale and the scalar dissipation length scale η = (ν3/ε)1/4
were 0.16 mm and 0.22 mm respectively, where ε is the turbulent kinetic energy dis-
sipation rate. Under these flow conditions The Kolmogorov frequency of the signals
(Uc/(2πη) = 2.5kHz) were fully resolved by the sensors. The non-buoyant (momen-
tum dominated) region was determined to be x/Dj ≤ 196 using a criterion based on
a jet Froude number (the ratio of the square of the Reynolds number to the Grashof
number) given by Chen and Rodi (Chen and Rodi, 1980). The effects of the initial
jet-to-air density ratio (≈ 0.93) on the properties of the jet, such as the spreading
rate and the rms fluctuations of velocity and temperature, were small (Richards and
Pitts, 1993; Schefer and Dibble, 2001). Thus, our measurement locations were well
within the region in which the buoyancy effects were negligible and the temperature
fluctuations were dynamically passive.
Measurements of the FJDF require spatial filtering of turbulent velocity and
scalar fields. Due to the difficulties in obtaining three-dimensional data experimen-
tally, two-dimensional (streamwise and radial directions) filtering is generally em-
ployed. In the present study the streamwise filtering was performed by invoking
Taylor’s hypothesis and the cross-stream filtering was realized with three hot-wire
and resistance-wire sensors aligned in the cross-stream direction. To minimize the
error associated with invoking Taylor’s hypothesis, instantaneous convection velocity
obtained by low-pass filtering the streamwise velocity component with a larger filter
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Table 2.1: Flow parameters on the jet centerline at x/Dj = 80
〈U〉 〈u21〉1/2 〈u22〉1/2 Rλ 〈ε〉 η 〈χ〉/〈φ2〉 ηφ `
3.07 ms−1 0.72 ms−1 0.61 ms−1 229 5.25 m2s−3 0.16 mm 5.52 s−1 0.22 mm 75 mm
was used.
The array filter technique was proposed and studied by Tong et al. (Tong
et al., 1998) for measurements in the atmospheric boundary layer and has been used
by a number of authors to study the SGS stress (Tong et al., 1999) and conditional
FDF (Tong, 2001). Two-dimensional filtering has been demonstrated to provide a
very good approximation of three-dimensional filtering, with errors of approximately
5% for the rms of the resolvable-scale variables (Tong et al., 1998). Previous stud-
ies of scalar FDF used box filters (Tong, 2001; Wang and Tong, 2002; Rajagopalan
and Tong, 2003) because a scalar FDF obtained with a box filter is easily inter-
preted. In this study we also use box filters to maintain consistency between the










) in the wavenumber space. Our estimates using the spectral
model for inertial-range isotropic turbulence show that the array filter overestimates
the mean SGS energy and SGS scalar variance by approximately 13%. The mean SGS
velocity variance 〈u′′21 〉 and 〈u′′22 〉 (double primes denotes SGS variables) are overes-
timated by 16% and 10% respectively. These errors are not negligible but are not
expected to have significant effects on the measured FJDF since much larger changes
in th SGS variance (〈φ′′2〉L) are needed to alter the shape of the conditional FJDF
(see Sec. 2.3). Therefore, we expect that the box-array filter will produce FJDF
statistics similar to those using a true two-dimensional box filter.
In the present study three filter widths, 10, 20, and 40 mm were used. These
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Table 2.2: SGS variances on the jet centerline at x/Dj = 80
∆/η (∆/`) 〈u′′21 〉 〈u′′22 〉 〈φ′′2〉/〈φ2〉
63 (0.13) 0.107 m2s−2 0.089 m2s−2 0.189
125 (0.27) 0.174 m2s−2 0.140 m2s−2 0.317
250 (0.53) 0.261 m2s−2 0.205 m2s−2 0.462
correspond to ∆/` = 0.13, 0.27, 0.53 and ∆/η = 63, 125, 250, respectively. Here η
(=0.16 mm) is the Kolmogorov length scale. The scalar dissipation length scale ηφ
is 0.22 mm. The integral length scale ` is estimated to be 75 mm using 〈u21〉3/2/〈ε〉,
where ε = 5ν{(∂u1/∂x1)2 + (∂u2/∂x1)2}. The percentages of the kinetic energy and
the scalar variance contained in the SGS scales are given in Table 2.2. The spectra
of the streamwise velocity and resolvable-scale velocity are given in Ref (Wang et al.,
2004), which quantify the scales filtered.
Temperature fluctuations were measured with platinum resistance wires. De-
tails of the devices are given in Ref (Rajagopalan and Tong, 2003). Velocity mea-
surements were made with three X-wire probes operated by TSI IFA 100 hot-wire
anemometers with an overheat ratio of 1.8. The probes were calibrated using a modi-
fication of the method by Browne et al. (Browne et al., 1989; Wang et al., 2004). Due
to the high signal-to-noise ratio of the resistance-wire temperature device, a very low
excess temperature (1.25◦C at the measurement location) can be used, rendering the
temperature contamination of hot wires negligible. For the statistics considered the
differences between the corrected and uncorrected results are within 2%. Therefore
the uncorrected results are given.
The velocity and temperature signals were low-pass filtered at 5 kHz and
amplified by Krohn-Hite 3364 filter/amplifiers. The signals were digitized at 10 k
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samples/second by a 12-bit National Instrument A/D converter (PCI-6071E) which
has a maximum sampling rate of 1.25×106 samples/second so that the inter channel
delay is much shorter than the sample interval. In the present study most of the
statistics computed are conditional statistics with two to four conditioning variables.
We achieve good statistical convergence by monitoring the results when the sample
size is increased. We find that 2× 108 data samples are sufficient.
2.3 Results and discussions
In this section the results of the measured conditional FJDF and some of the
terms in the FJDF transport equation are presented. Although the conditional scalar
gradient is expected to be more intermittent as ∆/η (∆/ηφ) increases, it is influenced
more strongly by the SGS scalar variance and the results for the three filter sizes are
qualitatively similar. Therefore, only results for ∆/η = 125 are presented.
2.3.1 The conditional FJDF
The mean FJDF conditional on the SGS scalar variance and the resolvable-
scale scalar 〈fφψ1|〈φ′′2〉L, 〈φ〉L〉 is shown in Fig. 2.2. Note that for a specified value
of the resolvable-scale scalar, the SGS scalar is equivalent to the total scalar. For
convenience we use φ′′ and ψ1 only and omit the sample-space variables φ̂ and ψ̂1 when
plotting the FJDF. The FJDF is normalized by 〈φ′′2〉1/2L and (χL/D)1/2 (χL defined as
〈D(∂φ/∂x1)2〉L), the latter being the rms scalar gradient in the filter domain. Figure
2.2 shows that for small SGS variance (generally 〈φ′′2〉L/〈φ′′2〉 ≤ 1) the conditional
FJDF is unimodal. The FJDF is close to the product of the marginal conditional
FDFs of φ and ψ1, indicating that the statistical dependence between the two variables
is weak. The scalar-scalar-gradient JPDF measured at the same location which is in
17























































































Figure 2.2: Conditional mean of the FJDF on the jet centerline for 〈φ〉L = 〈φ〉. (a)
〈φ′′2〉L/〈φ′′2〉 = 0.3; (b) 11.0.
the fully developed region of the turbulent jet also has a similar shape (Anselmet
et al., 1994) although the correlation between φ and ψ1 is slightly higher. Because
a fully developed jet is in quasi-equilibrium, the similarity between the FJDF and
the JPDF suggests that when the SGS variance is small the SGS scalar is also in
quasi-equilibrium and the scalar gradient has characteristics similar to those in an
equilibrium flow.
For large SGS variance (generally 〈φ′′2〉L/〈φ′′2〉 > 3) the FJDF [Fig. 2.2(b)]
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is bimodal with the two peaks near φ′′ = ±1 and ψ1 = 0. The isocontours between
φ′′ = ±1 have much larger values of |ψ1| compared to those of the product of the
conditional marginal FDFs, indicating that the scalar gradient has much larger prob-
abilities to take large values than those given by the marginal FDFs. Furthermore,
the FJDF is strongly skewed to negative ψ1 values. Therefore, the scalar gradient is
strongly dependent on the SGS scalar for these φ′′ values. For φ′′ values beyond ±1
the dependence becomes somewhat weaker, suggesting that the SGS scalar in these
regions is better mixed.
The FJDF results for large SGS variance are due to the presence of diffusion
layer structure in the SGS scalar. In such a structure the gradient is largest near
the center (cliff) where φ′′ = 0 and decreases toward the edges, resulting in strong
dependence of the gradient on the SGS scalar. The observed asymmetry of the
FJDF in ψ1 is due to the anisotropy of the scalar field: the scalar values are on
average higher on the upstream side; therefore cliffs with higher upstream scalar
values (ψ1 < 0) are more likely to occur (Tong and Warhaft, 1995). Previous studies of
conditionally filtered scalar dissipation and the scalar-scalar-dissipation FJDF (Wang
and Tong, 2002; Rajagopalan and Tong, 2003) are also consistent with the present
results. Fox (1994) used one-dimensional layer-like lamella structures to model binary
scalar mixing and obtained JDPFs qualitatively similar to the FJDF observed here.
It would be interesting to compare the FJDF to the JPDF from direct numerical
simulations. The strong coupling between φ and ψ1 shows that the independence
assumption often invoked is not valid.
To further quantify the FJDF, we examine the conditional marginal FDF,
〈fψ1|φ|〈φ〉L, 〈φ′′2〉L〉 (Fig. 2.3). For small SGS variance the conditional marginal FDF
is only weakly dependent on φ′′ (not shown), consistent with the results in Fig. 2.2(a).
For large SGS variance, near φ′′ = 1 (and beyond) the conditional FDF has the
19


































Figure 2.3: Conditional mean of the FDF 〈fψ|φ|〈φ〉L, 〈φ′′2〉L〉 for 〈φ′′2〉L/〈φ′′2〉 = 7.0.
classical stretched exponential shape of scalar gradient PDFs, again consistent with
that of a well mixed scalar. The slight skewness to the negative values is likely due
to the residual anisotropy. For φ′′ = 0, which is near the center of the diffusion layer,
the FDF decreases more slowly for |ψ1| < 6. Beyond this range the FDF appears
to roll-off at approximately the same rate as that for φ′′ = ±1. This suggests that
the contributions of the cliffs to ψ1 are largely limited to |ψ1| < 6 (For higher SGS
variance values the limit is expected to be greater); therefore the scalar gradient
within cliffs is less intermittent than that outside. This is further evidenced by the
kurtosis of the conditional marginal FDF (Fig. 2.4), which has two peaks near φ′′± 1
and a minimum near φ′′ = 0 (in the cliff). The peak kurtosis values are comparable
to the scalar gradient kurtosis obtained in moderate Reynolds number flows (Tong
and Warhaft, 1994; Warhaft, 2000).
The conditional FJDF also contains information about the density of iso-
scalar surfaces (e.g., the stoichiometric mixture fraction surface). The SGS iso-scalar
surface-to-volume ratio can be obtained as, Σ(φ′′) = fφ〈|ψ1||φ′′〉L. For small 〈φ′′2〉L,

































Figure 2.4: Conditional kurtosis of the SGS scalar for the SGS variance values given
in the legend.
is close to Gaussian and the conditionally filtered scalar gradient magnitude has a
moderate dependence on φ′′. For large 〈φ′′2〉L, Σ(φ′′) has a bimodal shape with a local
minimum near φ′′ = 0, indicating that the SGS cliffs have a smaller surface density
than the well-mixed SGS scalar. Therefore, in a reactive flow, when 〈φ′′2〉L is large,
the reaction zones which tend to occur in cliffs, are expected to be less wrinkled than
those in a well-mixed region. The diffusion layer structure is similar to the mixture
fraction structure in a laminar flamelet (Wang et al., 2007), the lower surface density,
which is equivalent to lower surface curvatures, further indicates that the structure is
conducive to flamelets. By contrast, distributed reaction zones, which are more likely
to occur in well mixed mixture fraction fields, have higher curvatures.
2.3.2 The conditionally filtered scalar and scalar-gradient dif-
fusion
In the present study the scalar diffusion and scalar-gradient diffusion are also
obtained using the streamwise derivatives. The conditionally filtered scalar diffusion
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Figure 2.5: Conditional iso-scalar-surface density for the SGS variance values given
in the legend.
〈∂2φ/∂x21|φ′′, ψ1〉L has a negative dependence on φ′′, similar to the conditionally fil-
tered scalar diffusion conditional on φ alone (〈∂2φ/∂x21|φ′′〉L) (Wang and Tong, 2002).
The dependence becomes stronger with increasing ψ1 (Fig. 2.6) because on average
the diffusion is larger when mixing is stronger (large ψ1). For ψ1 = 0 the diffusion
is small but non-zero, perhaps because the diffusion at a local extrema has a zero
gradient but non-zero diffusion. For larger SGS variance values this qualitative fea-
ture is more pronounced, with the dependence weaker for small |ψ1| and stronger for
large |ψ1|. The dependence is especially strong for ψ1 < −3 This is probably due to
an ensemble of diffusion layers in the SGS scalar: In a diffusion layer the diffusion
is zero at the layer center and is largest near the edges where φ′′ = ±0.7, thus pro-
ducing strong dependence of the diffusion on φ′′ for |φ′′| < 0.7. For |φ′′| > 0.7 the
diffusion is not strongly affected by the diffusion layer and the dependence on φ′′ and
ψ1 may become weaker, as suggested by the S-shaped diffusion conditioned on φ
′′
alone (Wang and Tong, 2002). The conditional diffusion term 〈∂2φ/∂x21|φ, ψ1〉 in the
scalar-scalar-gradient JPDF transport equation measured at the same location in the
22




























































































































































Figure 2.6: Conditional scalar diffusion. The conditions are the same as in Fig. 2.2.
jet (not shown) has a similar dependence on φ and ψ1. We note that although the
scalar diffusion is not in closed form in the scalar-scalar-gradient FJDF approach, its
alternative (the scalar dissipation term) is.
The conditionally filtered scalar-gradient diffusion shown in Fig. 2.7 has a
negative, slightly S-shaped dependence on ψ1. Therefore, molecular diffusion tends
to pull the gradient toward the equilibrium point (usually the mean gradient), similar
to its effects on the scalar. For large SGS variance, the S-shape appears to be more

























































Figure 2.7: Conditional scalar-gradient diffusion. The conditions are the same as in
Fig. 2.2. The thick solid line is a sketch of the diffusion of the gradient of a reacting
scalar (e.g., YF ) under fast chemistry conditions.
is due to the presence of diffusion layers. The scalar-gradient diffusion is close to zero
away from a diffusion layer (ψ1 ≈ 0) and becomes negative near the edges of the layer
(in a diffusion layer with a negative scalar jump). Close to the layer center where ψ1
has large negative values and ∂2ψ1/∂




curve has a dip at small negative ψ1 values. A diffusion layer with a positive scalar
jump will produce a diffusion curve that is anti-symmetric to that of a layer with a
negative-jump, completing the S-shaped curve.
The dependence of the scalar-gradient diffusion on φ′′ is generally weak for
small SGS variance but becomes slightly stronger at large SGS variance. To further
examine this, we compute the conditionally filtered gradient diffusion conditional on
φ′′ alone (not shown). For large 〈φ′′2〉L the gradient diffusion is positive near φ = 0′′
and becomes negative for large |φ′′| values, qualitatively consistent with the diffusion
layer structure.
In FDF methods the effects of reactions on FDFs are in closed form. However,
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the effects on molecular diffusion must still be modeled. Generally, there are quali-
tative differences between the diffusion of a conserved scalar and that of a reacting
scalar. For a conserved scalar the conditionally filtered diffusion is linear or S-shaped
whereas for a reacting scalar (e.g. YF ) under fast chemistry conditions it has a bell
shape centered at the stoichiometric mixture fraction (close to YF = 0) (Bilger, 1988).
The conditionally filtered scalar-gradient diffusion of YF is also expected to have a
different shape than that of a conserved scalar. A qualitative shape sketched in Fig.
2.7 shows a rapid oscillation which is caused by the reaction. Therefore, a mixing
model for a conserved scalar gradient can potentially lead to unphysical prediction of
mixing of reacting scalars. However, since in the φ−ψ FJDF approach the effects of
reactions on the scalar diffusion are modeled at a higher level compared to the scalar
FDF approach, errors caused by a conserved-scalar mixing model are expected to be
smaller.
The conditionally filtered production of scalar-gradient −〈∂u1
∂x1
ψ1|φ, ψ1〉L has
a positive dependence on ψ1 (Fig. 2.8) while the dependence on φ
′′ is generally
weak. The conditionally filtered velocity gradient 〈∂u1
∂x1
|φ′′, ψ1〉L has an approximately
symmetric linear dependence on ψ1 (not shown). The increase of −∂u1∂x1 with |ψ1|
is expected as the production of ψ is mainly due to compressive strain rates acting
on the scalar gradient. The approximate linear dependence is because on average
the magnitudes of the dissipation-scale velocity and scalar fluctuations are generally
proportional to each other (e.g., their rms fluctuations normalized by the rms integral-
scale fluctuations scale as Re
1/4
` , where Re
1/4
` is the turbulent Reynolds number).
Therefore, the scalar gradient production has an asymmetric quadratic dependence
on ψ1. Figure 2.8 shows that the dependence is stronger for larger SGS variance


































































Figure 2.8: Conditional scalar-gradient production. The conditions are the same as
in Fig. 2.2.
2.3.3 The conditionally filtered scalar-gradient dissipation
The conditionally filtered scalar-gradient dissipation shown in Fig. 2.9 gen-
erally increases with both φ′′ and ψ1. For small SGS variance the isocontours are
oval-shaped and there is dependence on both φ′′ and ψ1. The dependence on φ′′ is
similar to the dependence of the conditionally filtered scalar dissipation on the SGS
scalar (Wang and Tong, 2002). For large SGS variance the dependence on φ′′ is weak
for |ψ1|/(〈χ〉L/D)1/2 < 1 because small gradient occurs mostly outside the diffusion
layer where the gradient dissipation is also small. For large ψ1 the isocontours extend
into regions of large ψ1 and small φ
′′ values, consistent with small gradient dissipation
values near the center of a diffusion layer. Moving toward larger |φ′′| with a fixed large
ψ1 value (e.g. ±5) the dissipation increases sharply due to the large scalar-gradient
dissipation near the edges of the diffusion layer. Again, mixing models need to pre-
dict the different characteristics of the scalar-gradient dissipation for small and large
〈φ′′2〉L.
26

































































































































The scalar-scalar-gradient FJDF and its transport equation were studied ex-
perimentally. Measurements were made in the fully developed region (80 jet diameters
downstream of the nozzle) of a heated turbulent air jet of Reynolds number 40,000.
Velocity and temperature were obtained using an array consisting of three X-wire
probes and three resistance-wire temperature probes. Filtering in the streamwise
and cross-stream directions were performed by invoking Taylor’s hypothesis and us-
ing the array filter, respectively. The mean FJDF conditional on the fiterred scalar
and the SGS scalar variance, the conditionally filtered scalar diffusion, scalar-gradient
diffusion, scalar-gradient production, and scalar-gradient dissipation were obtained.
In our analysis qualitatively different results are obtained for small and large
values of 〈φ′′2〉L. For small SGS scalar variance the conditional FJDF is unimodal and
the statistical dependence of the scalar gradient on the SGS scalar is weak. However,
for large SGS variance the FJDF is bimodal and the dependence of the gradient on φ′′
is strong. Therefore, the independence assumption used in some modeling approaches
is not valid. The results are consistent with the presence of diffusion layer structures
which are similar to the mixture fraction structure in a laminar flamelet. The surface-
to-volume ratio of such a structure is also smaller than that of an iso-scalar surface
in a well mixed SGS scalar.
The conditionally filtered diffusion of ψ1 has a S-shaped dependence on ψ1,
which is more pronounced at large SGS variance due to the presence of the diffusion
layer structure. The scalar-gradient diffusion of a reacting scalar under fast chemistry
conditions is expected to be qualitatively different from that of a conserved scalar.
The scalar-gradient production has a quadratic dependence on the scalar gradient,
consistent with the expected linear dependence of the velocity gradient on the scalar
28
gradient. The scalar gradient-dissipation is also strongly affected by the diffusion layer
structure. These characteristics are important for modeling the FJDF equation. In
LES the different structures and dynamics of the SGS scalar and scalar gradient under
(instantaneous) equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions (e.g., small and large SGS
scalar variance) could potentially be modeled more accurately. In addtion, in the
scalar-scalar-gradient FJDF approach, modeling is performed at a higher level, it is
expected to be more accurate than scalar FDF approaches. Furthermore, because
the FJDF contains the information about the scalar dissipation and the surface-
to-volume ratio, the FJDF approach has strong potential for accurately modeling




In this section, we briefly introduce the proper orthogonal decomposition anal-
ysis and definition of the self-conditioned fields, and experimentally investigate the
physical-space structures and its effect on the self-conditioned JPDF in turbulent
coaxial jets.
3.1 Introduction
Current LES of turbulent combustion, while performing well for flames with
stable combustion, is not capable of accurately predicting flames with a significant
amount of local extinction and reignition, primarily because mixing and turbulence-
chemistry interaction under such conditions are not precisely predicted. Mixing is
local both in scalar and physical spaces, and therefore is influenced by the structures in
both spaces. Previous studies (Cai et al. 2011; Liu and Tong 2013; Li et al. 2017) have
shown that both the scalar-space structure and physical-space structure of scalars are
essential in determining the mixing process. However, the physical-space structure
and its effects on the mixing process are not well understood and are not represented
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in current mixing models. Furthermore, a systematic approach for investigating the
physical-space structure and for incorporating them into mixing models is lacking,
hampering efforts to develop improved mixing models. Therefore a major modeling
challenge is to understand and represent the effects of the physical-space structure.
Investigations and representation of SGS mixing and turbulence-chemistry in-
teraction are generally conducted in the context of LES approaches, either explic-
itly or implicitly. LES seeks reduced descriptions of the full turbulent fields, thus
the nature of the LES results/fields depends on the LES approach employed. In
the predominant filtering approach, scalar filtered density function (FDF) is usually
modeled. However, the physical-space structure of the scalar field is obscured by the
filtering operation, eliminating important information for modeling mixing. In the
mean time, while the LES fields have many of the characteristics of turbulent scalar
fields, their relationships are ambiguous. Consequently, there is also ambiguity as to
what the models are actually representing and what aspects of the physics need to
be incorporated into models, making investigations and interpretations of the physics
difficult.
In the self-conditioned fields LES approach recently developed by Pope (2010),
filtering on the LES fields is eliminated, and the LES fields have a precise correspon-
dence to the turbulence fields, thereby eliminating the ambiguities mentioned above.
We briefly describe the self-conditioned fields approach and contrast it with the pre-
dominant filtering approach. In the filtering approach, the lowest-order (first-order)
LES field, w, is regarded as the filtered velocity,
〈u〉L =
∫
u(x′, t)G(x′ − x)dx′, (3.1)
where 〈·〉L denotes a filtered variable and G (x′ − x) is the specified filter function.
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In this approach, for a given 〈u〉L (x, t) field, there is a corresponding probability dis-
tribution of velocity fields u (x, t), and hence a probability distribution of ∂〈u〉L/∂t.
As a result, the true LES field w evolves differently than 〈u〉L, i.e., the true LES ve-
locity field is not the filtered turbulent velocity field. Similarly, for a given 〈u〉L (x, t)
there are also probability distributions of the SGS variables (e.g., the SGS stress).
Consequently, the SGS variables in LES are also not the same as the true SGS vari-
ables (e.g., the turbulent SGS stress). Hence it is not possible to accurately model
the instantaneous SGS variables. The ambiguous relationship between the turbulent
fields and LES fields in the filtering approach also obscures the modeling needs and
makes investigations and interpretations of the SGS physics difficult.
In the framework of the self-conditioned fields, the LES fields are the self-
conditioned velocity and the self-conditioned composition PDF. With a set of nc
conditioning variables, C (t) = {C1(t),C2(t), · · · ,Cnc(t)} (e.g. the filtered velocity
at all points on a mesh), the actual self-conditioned velocity field is defined as
w(x, t) = 〈u(x, t)|C(t) = c〉, (3.2)







where c is a specified condition and K is a conditioning kernel. Note that filtering
is not applied to the turbulence field to obtain w, thereby allowing physical-space
structures to be represented. Separation of the resolved and unresolved fields lies in
the conditioning fields (see Section 3.4 for details).
The term self-conditioned fields is because the conditioning fields can be ob-
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tained from the self-conditioned fields as shown in equation (3.4). The self-conditioned
fields are well-defined statistics and therefore have a precise correspondence with the





















Unlike 〈u〉L, 〈u|c〉 explicitly takes account of the probability distribution of u; there-
fore there is a unique time rate of change ∂〈u|c〉/∂t. In this approach the LES field
w has a precise interpretation and a precise relationship to the turbulence fields: It
is the conditional mean of the turbulent velocity for the given conditioning variables
(e.g. the filtered velocity). The same relationship also holds for other unresolved
variables.
Due to the probability distribution of the velocity for a given C, there is also a
corresponding probability distribution for dC(t)/dt and dC(t)/dt is not determined
by C(t). Consequently a system that evolves deterministically with the same one-
time statistics as C(t) and 〈u(t)|C(t) = c〉 using the concept of the equivalent system













Here, Ĉ(t) evolves by the above equation from the initial condition Ĉ(0), sampled
from the initial PDF, fc(c, 0). Consequently, C(t) and Ĉ(t) have identical one-time
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∣∣c〉] = 0 (3.7)
And w is the self-conditioned velocity. Equation (3.5) ensures the LES field w is
identical to the actual self-conditioned field under given initial conditions. Its evolu-





















For LES of turbulent combustion using the filtering approach, the joint SGS
distribution of species mass fractions and temperature is needed to obtain the filtered
reaction rates. For the self-conditioned field approach the self-conditioned JPDF (or
JMDF) is needed to obtain the resolved reaction rate (Pope 2010). For a scalar









where L(m)(φ) is any function of φ. The self-conditional PDF of a scalar φ(x, t) is
defined as
g(ψ;x, t) = fφ|c
(
ψ




∣∣Ĉ(t);x, t) is the PDF of φ conditional on C(t). The condition that
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L(m)(φ) is a function of φ ensures the self-conditioning property, i.e., C can be ob-
tained from the self-conditional PDF. Thus, in the self-conditioned approach, there
is a precise correspondence between the LES fields and the turbulence fields, making
a deeper understanding of the unresolved physics and a more precise interpretation














































The left-hand side of equation (3.12) is the time rate of change of the self-conditioned
PDF and the transport of the self-conditioned PDF in physical space by the self-
conditioned velocity. The first term on the right-hand side represents the transport in
the physical space by the residual of two conditional velocities and this term requires
modeling. The second term on the right-hand side is the transport in the scalar
space by chemical reaction and conditional diffusion, which can be replaced by the
conditional dissipation, 〈D∇2φ|ψ, Ĉ(t)〉. Note the chemical source term is a closed
term but the diffusion term or the dissipation term needs to be modeled. The term Rφ
represents the transport in the conditioning space by the residual of two conditional
time change rates of the self-conditioned variable.
In general, any conditioning variables having the form given in equation (3.10)
are valid choices for the self-conditioned PDF. We will first investigate the self-
conditioned PDF conditioning on the filtered scalar and the SGS variance, the same
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conditioning variables with in the FJDF. (Li et al. 2021). Note the fitlered scalar and
the SGS variance are local values. However, the conditioning variable containing the
most amount of information about the resolved fields is the FDF field, defined as:
Fφ(ψ) = 〈δ(φ− ψ)〉L (3.14)
which can be obtained from the self-conditioned PDF, where δ(φ − ψ) is the fine-
grained density of φ. Similar to the self-conditioned velocity, dFφ/dt is not determined










δ(φ− ψ)|Fφ = F̂φ
〉
, (3.16)
can be used. While the FDF field is the most complete conditioning variable, re-
duced, less complex conditioning variables may be more practical. The FDF can be
represented by its moments, which are 〈φ〉L, 〈φ”2〉L and etc. Pope (2010) suggested
one possible ’optimal’ is to maximize the energy associated with the component of the
self-conditioned fields and it could be achieved by using proper orthogonal decompo-
sition(POD) modes. As a firs step, scalar fields φ and φ2 will be used as the first-order
and second-order approximation of the FDF as the latter contains additional infor-
mation about the scalar field. We will investigate the physical-space structure and
mixing represented in the self-conditioned JPDF conditioned on the POD modes with
the nonreactive three-scalar mixing flows and the POD modes coefficients (Lumley
1970; Pope 2000b) of the scalar and scalar square are used as the conditioning vari-
ables (fields) to sample and identify different physical-space structures resulted from
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Figure 3.1: A schematic of the coaxial jet for Case I. The dimensions of jet tubes and
the bulk velocities for other cases are listed in Table 3.1 and 3.2.
different unresolved physics.
3.2 Experimental setup and flow configuration
The experimental data used in the present study are the same as in Li et al.
(2017). Details of the experimental setup and data reduction procedures can be
found in Li et al. (2017) and Cai et al. (2011). Therefore, we only summarize the
flow configurations here. The coaxial jets consisted of two round tubes of different
diameters placed concentrically (Fig. 3.1), resulting in a three-stream configuration.
The mass fractions of the scalars emanating from the three streams are denoted as,
φ1, φ2 and φ3, respectively, the sum of which is therefore unity. The center stream,
φ1, is unity at the center jet exit, while the annular stream, φ2, is unity at the annular
flow exit. The co-flow air represents the third scalar, φ3.
Two coaxial jets assemblys with the same center tube but different outer tubes
were constructed (the jet dimensions are listed in Table 3.1). The center stream was
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Inner tube Annulus (outer) tube
Dji (mm) δj (mm) Dai(mm) δa (mm)
Coaxial Jet I 5.54 0.406 8.38 0.559
Coaxial Jet II 5.54 0.406 10.92 0.889
Table 3.1: Dimensions of the coaxial jets. Here Dji, δj, Dai and δa are the inner
diameter and the wall thickness of the inner tube and the annulus tube, respectively.
Jet Ujb (m/s) Rej Uab (m/s) Rea Velocity ratio
Uab
Ujb
Case I Jet I 34.5 12,190 32.5 7,636 0.94
Case II Jet I 34.5 12,190 16.3 3,818 0.47
Case III Jet II 34.5 12,190 32.5 17,263 0.94
Case IV Jet II 34.5 12,190 16.3 8,631 0.47
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the coaxial jets. Here Ujb and Uab are the bulk velocities
of the center stream and the annular stream, respectively. The Reynolds numbers
are calculated using the tube diameter Dji and the hydraulic diameter of the annulus
Dai-(Dji+2δj), respectively.
air seeded with approximately 9% of acetone by volume, while the annular stream
was pure ethylene. The densities of the center stream and the annular stream were
approximately 1.09 and 0.966 times the air density. The difference is sufficiently small
for the scalars to be considered as dynamically passive.
For each coaxial jet assembly, measurements were made for the same center
jet (bulk) velocity with two annular flow (bulk) velocities, resulting in a total of four
coaxial jet flows (Table 3.2). The velocity ratio of the annular flow to the center jet is
close to unity for Cases I and III while it is approximately 0.5 for Cases II and IV. The
velocities and Reynolds numbers of the four cases are listed in Table 3.2. The Reynolds
numbers are calculated as Rej = UjbDji/νair and Rea = Uab(Dai − (Dji + 2δj))/νeth,
where νair = 1.56× 10−5 m2/s and νeth = 0.86× 10−5 m2/s (Prausnitz et al. 2001)
are the kinematic viscosities of air and ethylene respectively.
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3.3 Self-conditioned JPDF on filtered scalar and
SGS variance
In this section, we will investigate the self-conditioned JPDF, reveal the physical-
space structures contained in it and show the advantages of the self-conditioned PDF
over the FJDF. The conditioning variables for the self-conditioned JPDF are the
same as in the FJDF. The filtered scalar and the SGS variance at the center of the
filter are used as the conditioning variables and are set to its mean value and three
times its mean value (large SGS scalar variance), respectively. The filter size used
in the self-conditioned JPDF is slightly larger than the one used in the FJDF. How-
ever, previous studies (Tong 2001,Wang and Tong 2002) have shown that when the
filter width is much larger than the dissipation scales, the properly scaled conditional
statistics are not sensitive to the filter width, therefore, we expect the FJDF would
still be qualitatively similar if the same filter size in the self-conditioned PDF is used.
The results for the FJDF from previous study (Li et al. 2021) are shown in Fig. 3.2.
Grayscales and isocontours are used to represent the JPDF. The outermost contour
represents the boundary line to which the JPDF integrates to 99%. For small SGS
variance, the FJDF has a Gaussian-like shape, indicating the SGS scalars are well
mixed. For large SGS variance, the FJDF is bimodal at r/d = 0.376 and still has a
weak right peak at r/d = 0.538, indicating there is a ramp-cliff structure separating
two different SGS scalars in the grid. The results for the self-conditioned JPDF near
r/d = 0.376 are shown in Fig. 3.3. The values of the conditioning variables and
r/d locations are given in each figure. For small SGS variance, the self-conditioned
JPDF is unimodal and nearly Gaussian. The peak of the self-conditioned JPDF is
very close to the local mean. The spatial variation of shape and peak location is
small, indicating scalars are well mixed and the initial flow configuration is lost. For
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large SGS variance, moving away from the jet centerline, the self-conditioned JPDF
is unimodal at location r/d = 0.302 with the peak of JPDF located near (0.75,0.2)
and it becomes bimodal at r/d = 0.323 with two peaks near (0.75,0.2) and (0.3,0.4),
indicating a sharp interface separating these two mixtures, which is a ramp-cliff struc-
ture. The ramp-cliff structure is much more clear in the self-conditioned JPDF as
shown by the transition of the two peaks in the self-conditioned JPDF. A schematic
of the ramp-cliff structure is shown in Fig. 3.4, which is approximated by the error
function, where φ denotes the scalar value and x is the location in spatial space. At
location 1, which is located near the edge of the ramp-cliff structure on the high value
side of φ, the corresponding PDF has a peak with high value of φ in the scalar space.
At location 3, it is similar to location 1 but the corresponding PDF has a peak near
the low value side of φ. At location 2, which is located at the center of the ramp-cliff
structure. Although the corresponding φ value is intermediate at this location, The
probability of the intermediate scalar values is relatively low. This is because the cliff
is an extremely sharp interface across which scalar values change dramatically. In
physical space, scalar values at locations 1 and 3 are more likely and the probability
of these scalar values at location 2 is equal, resulting in the bimodal PDF. Therefore,
transition from unimodal PDF to bimodal PDF directly indicates the occurrence of
the ramp-cliff structures and the ramp-cliff structure is located at r/d = 0.323 for the
case under the given conditions. The right peak disappears at r/d = 0.343 and the
self-conditioned JPDF become unimodal again with the left peak. At r/d = 0.364,
the φ1 value of the left peak continues to decrease. The results are consistent with the
FJDF results since the FJDF is the filtered self-conditioned JPDF. However, the spa-
tial dependence of the self-conditioned JPDF contains important information, such as
the variation of the magnitudes of the JPDF peaks in physical space and location of
the ramp-cliff structures. In flames, such a dependence can provide important infor-
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mation about the flame structure and orientation. Such information is not available
in the filtering approach (e.g.,FJDF). Since this self-conditioned PDF has the same
conditioning variables as the conditional FJDF, the physical-space structure retained
is due to the elimination of filtering in the self-conditioned PDF approach. We also
note that the ramp-cliff structure always occurs near the center of the filter. This is a
result of using the SGS variance as the conditioning variable because SGS variance is
largest when the grid is equally occupied by the two different SGS mixtures. Previous
studies (Tong 2001; Wang and Tong 2002) have shown that the non-equilibrium in
the spectral transfer of the scalar variance, i.e., the instantaneous spectral transfer
rate of scalar variance much larger than the average dissipation rate, is responsible
for the bimodal FDF in the binary mixing. This may also hold for the bimodal
self-conditioned JPDF here.
The results for other locations and other cases are generally similar. However,
since the conditioning variables are local, we cannot directly investigate the spatial
variations of the self-conditioned JPDF in the entire physical space, which requires
conditioning fields. Therefore we will focus on the full-field conditioning variables in
the next section, i.e., conditioning on the POD modes.
3.4 Self-conditioned JPDF, dissipation and diffu-
sion on POD modes
POD is a decomposition of inhomogeneous fields which allows us to extract
spatial and temporal structures from the data ensemble. The POD consists of a
temporal coefficient and a spatial basis (mode). The spatial basis is orthogonal to
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Figure 3.2: FJDF conditional on small SGS variance (Left) and large SGS variance
(Right) for case I.
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Figure 3.3: Self-conditioned JPDF conditional on small SGS variance (Left) and large
SGS variance (Right) for case I.
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Figure 3.4: A schematic of the ramp-cliff structure.
coefficient provides information about the extent of the entire scalar field fluctuations.










respectively, where the POD modes ϕk(x) and ϕ2k(x) are the eigenfunctions of the
integral equations:
∫
〈φ(x, t)φ(x′, t)〉ϕk(x′)dx′ = λkϕk(x), (3.19)
and ∫
〈φ2(x, t)φ2(x′, t)〉ϕ2k(x′)dx′ = λ2kϕ2k(x), (3.20)
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respectively, λk and λ2k are the eigenvalues. Note 〈φ(x, t)φ(x′, t)〉 and 〈φ2(x, t)φ2(x′, t)〉
are the covariance matrix. Equations (3.19) and (3.20) ensure the mathematical op-
timality can be achieved (Pope, 2010; Holmes et al., 1996). The optimality is that ϕ





where | · | denotes modulus and ‖ · ‖ denotes the L2-norm. And it is easy to show:
〈|(φ, ϕk)|2〉 = a2k = λk (3.22)
Therefore, λk∑
λk
is the variance contained in the kth mode. POD modes maximize the
variance of the fields contained in each mode, and can best capture the physical-space
structure of the scalar and its fluctuations. The scalar square field provides additional
information about scalar distribution as the fluctuation square can be given as:
φ′2 = φ2 − 2φ〈φ〉+ 〈φ〉2 (3.23)
Therefore, the scalar fluctuations are generally large with large a21 and small with






























where m is the number of ak and a2k terms in the conditioning variables. Equations
(3.23) and (3.24) show that the number of the conditioning variables in the self-
conditioned fields determines the unresolved field fluctuations. Therefore, selecting
the number of the conditioning variables in the POD method is equivalent to deter-
mining the filter width in the filtering approach (e.g., increasing the number of ak
terms in conditioning variables is equivalent to decreasing the filtering width), hence
separating the resolved field and unresolved field in the conditioning filed. To ensure
consistent SGS field in the scalar and scalar square fields, the number of terms used
for conditioning should be the same for ak and a2k. As a first step, we will use the
coefficients of the first POD modes as the conditioning variables, i.e., a1 and a21.
Because of the spatial dependence of the self-conditioned JPDF (both the functional
form and the orientation), its calculation generally requires two-dimensional scalar
fields. We will use the two-dimensional images of three-scalar mixing in turbulent
coaxial jets to obtain the POD modes and investigate the self-conditioned JPDF con-
ditioning on the POD modes. We note that when three-dimensional structures with
random orientations are sampled by two-dimensional images, the images contain the
three-dimensional information of the structures. Therefore, these structures can be
inferred statistically from two-dimensional images (e.g., Dahm and Buch 1989) and
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Figure 3.5: Cross-stream evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on small
a21 at x/d=3.29 for Case I (a21 = 1.4).
the self-conditioned PDF. The self-conditioned JPDF is defined as:
g(ψ1, ψ2;x, t) =
〈
δ(φ1 − ψ1)δ(φ2 − ψ2)|a1, a21
〉
, (3.28)
In this section we will investigate the cross-stream variations of the self-
conditioned JPDF, diffusion and dissipation conditional on the first term of scalar
and scalar-square POD coefficients. The area used to calculate the POD modes is
9.2mm ∗ 2.3mm using the snapshot method (See Appendix A). This area is large
enough (Further enlarging the area will not change the POD results significantly.)
since we only consider the first term of the POD modes, because the first POD modes,
ϕ1 and ϕ21, are highly correlated to the scalar and scalar-square mean profiles. Note
the POD coefficients are full-field parameters, therefore the self-conditioned JPDF
can be compared with each other at different r/d locations since they have the same
conditioning variables and values. In this work, a1 is set to its mean value with small
and large a21 values respectively.
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3.4.1 Self-conditioned JPDF
The results for the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on small a21 for case I at
x/d = 3.29 are shown in Fig. 3.5. Generally, the shape of the self-conditioned JPDF
is Gaussian like with the peak near the center of the JPDF at r/d = 0.347 and 0.459.
The peak is close to the mean value, indicating scalars are well-mixed. The general
trend for other r/d locations and cases is similar. The spatial variations of the self-
conditioned JPDF conditioning on small a21 are small compared with the variation
conditioning on large a21. Only the peak of the self-conditioned JPDF follows the
trend of the mean profile of φ1.
The results for the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on large a21 for case I
and II at x/d = 3.29 are shown in Fig. 3.6. At r/d = 0.273, the self-conditioned
JPDF for both case I and II are unimodal and centered at (1,0) with a tail extending
towards (0,1), indicating that mixing at this location is mostly limited to between φ1
and φ2. At r/d = 0.347, the self-conditioned JPDF is still centered at (1,0) but has
a lower peak magnitude and a longer tail, bending towards (0,0). At r/d = 0.422,
a second peak appears to emerge for both cases I and II and the magnitude for the
peak near (0.9,0.1) continues to decrease. At r/d = 0.459, the self-conditioned JPDF
for both cases become bimodal. The two peaks are near(0.9,0.1) and (0.1,0.5) for case
I and (0.8,0.2) and (0.25,0.45) for case II, again indicating existence of a ramp-cliff
structure, similar to the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on the filtered scalars.
The two peaks are closer in the scalar space for case II and the extent of the self-
conditioned JPDF is smaller than case I, indicating better mixing in case II. The
bimodality is stronger for case I due to larger large-scale fluctuations generated by
the single but stronger shear layer, and relatively poor small-scale mixing due to the
lack of a shear layer between φ1 and φ2. Further away from the jet centerline, the self-
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Figure 3.6: Cross-stream evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on large






conditioned JPDF is still bimodal for both case I and case II at r/d = 0.496. However,
the peak near (0.8,0.2) for case I becomes weaker and disappears at x/d = 0.571 while
the self-conditioned JPDF is still bimodal for case II and the right peak disappears
at x/d = 0.645; the magnitudes of the left peak continue to increase for both case
I and II. The strongest bimodality occurs at r/d = 0.459 for both cases, indicating
the ramp-cliff structure is most likely to appear at that location. Note that this
is different from the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on the filtered scalars, in
which the ramp-cliff structure occurs only near the center of the filter due to the
local conditioning variables. Ramp-cliff structures can occur in a small range of
r/d locations in the self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on the POD coefficients.
However, there is a corresponding probability at each r/d location and the location
with the highest probability is where the self-conditioned JPDF has the strongest
bimodality. In addition, the bimodal JPDF occurs at locations near the peak of the
variance, indicating large variance is conducive to bimodality. The self-conditioned
JPDF moves towards (0,0) moving further away from the jet centerline. Different from
the unconditional JPDF and the FJDF, the spatial dependence of the self-conditioned
JPDF directly indicates that there is a ramp-cliff structure separating two mixtures,
the φ1 − φ2 mixture and the φ2 − φ3 mixture and also provides the location of the
ramp-cliff structure. The bimodal range of the self-conditioned JPDF is wider for
Case II due to wider variance profile with higher values towards the edge of the jet
than case I at x/d = 3.29 (Li et al., 2017).
The results for the self-conditioned JPDF at x/d = 6.99 for case I and case
II are shown in Fig 3.7. The general trend is similar to the results in x/d = 3.29.
At r/d = 0.19, the JPDF is centered around (0.9,0.1) with a second peak emerging
for case I while it is unimodal for case II. Moving away from the jet centerline, the
magnitude of the right peak continues to decrease and a second peak emerges for
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Figure 3.7: Cross-stream evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on large






case II at r/d = 0.339. The self-conditioned JPDF has the strongest bimodality
at r/d = 0.376 for case I and at r/d = 0.414 for case II. Again, the ramp-cliff
structure is most likely to occurs at these locations. At r/d = 0.525, case I becomes
unimodal while case II is still bimodal. The bimodality of the self-conditioned JPDF
is still stronger for case I with a larger distance between the two peaks in the scalar
space. At r/d = 0.637, case II also becomes unimodal. Again, the bimodal self-
conditioned JPDF indicates a ramp-cliff structure separating two mixtures. Case
I becomes bimodal closer to the centerline due to the higher variance close to the
centerline. Case II is still bimodal at r/d = 0.6 (not shown) because of the wider
variance profile with higher values towards the edge of the jet than case I at x/d =
6.99. Case I has a wider range of bimodal self-conditioned JPDF than case II at
x/d = 6.99. This is different from the FJDF results (Li et al., 2021), in which case II
has a wider range of bimodal FJDF for large SGS variance. The wider bimodal FJDF
range is probably due to the initial flow configuration and SGS variance conditioning.
It seems that the ramp-cliff structures can be better captured in case II with the
given conditions in the FJDF results (Li et al., 2021). This might be because case
II has larger ratios of the conditioning SGS variance to the local SGS variance mean
than case I at different r/d locations with those given conditions. Although the
conditioning SGS variance in case I can be increased to match the ratio in case II,
hence a wider bimodal range for case I, the resulting SGS scalars in case I would have
a much lower probability than in case II. The reason for a smaller range of bimodal
self-conditioned JPDF in case II at x/d = 6.99 is not quite clear to ourselves, but
it may be related to the global conditioning. (The ratio of conditioning a21 to the
mean a21 is comparable for both cases, unlike a larger ratio of the conditioning SGS
variance to the local SGS variance mean for case II in the FJDF results. It may
be helpful to to increase the ratio of conditioning a21 to the mean a21 in case II to
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match the scenario in the FJDF results and the range of bimodal self-conditioned
JPDF in case II may become wider, but we are limited by not having enough data.)
The bimodal range is larger than x/d = 3.29 for both cases as the variance profiles
become wider. In addition, the self-conditioned JPDF in case II is narrower than in
case I, consistent with better mixing in case II resulted from the shear layer between
φ1 and φ2.
For the larger annulus at x/d = 3.29 (Fig.3.8), the general trend is similar to
the smaller annulus case. The main difference is that the peak of the self-conditioned
JPDF evolves along the φ1-φ2 mixing line and reaches (0,1) before bending towards
(0,0). At r/d = 0.331, the self-conditioned JPDF peaks near (1,0) while the ridgeline
stays on the φ1-φ2 mixing line. The self-conditioned JPDF is unimodal for both case
III and IV. At r/d=0.405, a second peak begins to emerge on the left-hand side for
case III while case IV is still unimodal. At r/d = 0.443, it is strongly bimodal for
case III while case IV is still unimodal and the peak also moves to near (0.7,0.3) in
the scalar space. Moving further away from the centerline, both case III and IV are
bimodal at r/d = 0.48 and 0.517. However, the right peak for case III is weaker while
the self-conditioned JPDF is strongly bimodal for case IV. The right peak disappears
at r/d = 0.554 for case III whereas a right peak still exists for case IV. The right
peak disappears at r/d = 0.666 for case IV and the tails are sharply bending towards
(0,0). The peak near (0,1) indicates φ1 and φ3 are separated by pure φ2. Again,
the evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF shows that there is a ramp-cliff structure
separating the two different mixtures.These two mixture are nearly pure φ1 and φ2 for
case III whereas they are φ1 and φ1-φ2 mixture for case IV due to better small-scale
mixing generated by the shear layer between φ1 and φ2. The larger annulus in cases
III and IV delays the mixing between φ1 and φ3. The bimodal ranges for cases III
and IV are similar to cases I and II, respectively. The variance profiles at x/d = 3.29
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Figure 3.8: Cross-stream evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on large







for cases III and IV are comparable with cases I and II, respectively, hence a similar
range of bimodal self-conditioned JPDF.
For the larger annulus at x/d = 6.99 (Fig.3.9), the general trends are again
similar to the smaller annulus. The bimodal range for case III is from r/d = 0.331 to
r/d = 0.517 and from r/d = 0.405 to r/d = 0.591 for case IV. The bimodal occurs
closer to the jet centerline in case III due to the stronger turbulent transport velocity
generated by the single but stronger shear layer between φ2 and φ3. Again, this differs
from the FJDF results (Li et al., 2021). The bimodal range is smaller compared with
the smaller annulus although the variance peaks are higher in cases III and IV. The
larger annulus makes the turbulent transport more difficult to reach the small r/d
location, hence the bimodality appears at larger r/d locations.
The above results show that the strongest bimodality occurs near the peaks of
the variance of φ1. The bimodal self-conditioned JPDF generally occurs closer to the
centerline in cases I and III than cases II and IV, respectively due to higher variance.
The bimodal self-conditioned JPDF extends further to the edge of the jet for cases II
and IV than cases I and III as the variance profiles of φ1 are wider and have a larger
value near the edge of the jets. Therefore, a higher variance is conducive to bimodal
self-conditioned JPDF. At x/d = 3.29, the self-conditioned JPDF for case II (IV) is
bimodal over a wider range in physical space than case I (III). However, case I has
a wider range than case II at x/d = 6.99. Bimodal self-conditioned JPDF occurs
closer the the jet centerline in case III than in case IV at r/d = 6.99, but overall they
have a similar range of bimodal self-conditioned JPDF. In spite of larger variance
values for cases III and IV than cases I and II at x/d = 6.99 near jet centerline,
the self-conditioned JPDF becomes bimodal at larger r/d locations in cases III and
IV, which results from the larger separation in physical space between φ1 and φ3,
making the turbulent transport generated by the shear layer between φ2 and φ3 less
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Figure 3.9: Cross-stream evolution of the self-conditioned JPDF conditional on large







Figure 3.10: The self-conditioned diffusion conditional on small a21 at x/d=3.29 for
case I.
likely to reach small r/d locations. Therefore, variance and initial flow configuration
determine the bimodal range of the self-conditioned JPDF.
3.4.2 self-conditioned diffusion on POD modes
The self-conditioned scalar diffusion are 〈(D1∇2φ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 and
〈(D2∇2φ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉. Since these diffusion terms transport the self-conditioned
JPDF in the φ1-φ2 scalar space and are two components of the a diffusion veloc-
ity, we can use diffusion streamlines to represent them. The diffusion magnitude is
nondimensionalized by the maximum value of 〈χ1〉
σ
at the same x/d location, where
〈χ1〉 is the mean dissipation rate and σ is the r.m.s. fluctuation of φ1. The mean
composition, (〈φ1〉, 〈φ2〉), is represented by a solid circle in the diffusion streamline
plot.
The values of a21 used here are the same with in Section 3.4.1. For small
a21 (Fig. 3.10), the streamlines directly converge to the mean composition (peak of
the self-conditioned JPDF) in the scalar space, indicating well mixed scalars. For
large a21, the results for the conditional diffusion at x/d = 3.29 for the smaller
annulus are shown in Fig. 3.11. Close to the centerline, the diffusion is small and
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Figure 3.11: The self-conditioned diffusion conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29 for
case I (Left) and case II (Right).
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dominated by noises. At r/d = 0.347, a diffusion manifold begins to emerge on the
right side of the stagnation point but on the left side the streamlines directly move
to it. At r/d = 0.459, the manifold is well defined on both sides. The diffusion
streamlines first move to the well-defined and bell-shaped manifold, then continue
along it to the stagnation point, which is different from the local mean values. The
curvature of the diffusion manifold is larger for case I and the converging point is
further from the mean composition, indicating slower mixing process for case I since
diffusion tends to flatten the manifold. The manifold passes through the two peaks
in the self-conditioned JPDF, hence providing a mixing path for those two mixtures.
Cai et al. (2011) and Li et al. (2021) suggested the manifold is the locally most
likely composition and is close the conditional mean 〈φ2|φ1〉. The appearance of the
manifold on the left side implies there is an additional likely composition, consistent
with the ramp-cliff structure. At r/d = 0.608, the curvature of the manifold for case
I is still larger than case II. At this location, the self-conditioned JPDF is unimodal
for case I while case II is still bimodal. The manifold is still well defined in case II
but it has disappeared on the right side in case I.
The results for the self-conditioned diffusion at x/d = 6.99 for the smaller
annulus are shown in Fig. 3.12. The results are similar to that at x/d = 3.29. The
diffusion streamlines first converge to a well-defined manifold and then move along
the manifold to a stagnation point different from the local mean scalar values. The
above results show there are two mixing process, a fast one with streamlines moving
to a manifold and a slow one with the manifold converging to a point. This is similar
to the results in the unconditional JPDF(Cai et al., 2011; Li et al., 2017).
For the larger annulus, the general trends are similar to the smaller annulus.
The curvature of the diffusion manifold is also larger for case III than case IV, con-
sistent with better mixing for case IV. The larger annulus length also increase the
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Figure 3.12: The self-conditioned diffusion conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99 for
case I (Left) and case II (Right).
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Figure 3.13: The self-conditioned diffusion conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29 for
case III (Left) and case IV (Right).
curvature of the manifold, indicating slower mixing in case III (IV) than case I (II),
respectively.
3.4.3 Self-conditioned dissipation on POD modes
In this section we will discuss the conditional self-conditioned dissipation,
〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉. The self-conditioned
dissipation rates are non-dimensionalized by the maximum φ1 mean dissipation rate
at the same x/d location.
The values of a21 are the same with in Section 3.4.1. For small a21, the results
for the self-conditioned dissipations conditioning on the small a21 at x/d = 3.29, r/d =
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Figure 3.14: The self-conditioned diffusion conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99 for
case III (Left) and case IV (Right).
0.347 and 0.459 for case I are given in Fig. 3.15. The conditional dissipation rates
are small and comparable at different r/d locations. At r/d = 0.347, the conditional
dissipation rates are small near (1,0) and increase towards (0,1). 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉,
〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 are relatively uniform and share similar
pattern due to little air presence at this location, consistent with the Gaussian-like
self-conditioned JPDF since the scalars are well mixed. At r/d = 0.459, with air
coming in, the largest dissipation occurs below the φ1 − φ2 mixing line. However,
〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 still share similar
shapes and the cross-dissipation still has negative values, indicating the mixing is
still primarily between φ1 and φ2. The other cases and locations have the similar
general trend.
For large a21, the results for smaller annulus at x/d = 3.29 and r/d = 0.347 are
shown in Fig. 3.16. 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 peaks on the lower edge of the self-conditioned
JPDF for cases I and II, indicating that large dissipation rates are rare events and
it is likely resulted from turbulent transport of φ2 to this location generating a cliff.
〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 also peak on the nearly same location
in the scalar space with a negative value of 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉. φ1 and φ2 are
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Figure 3.15: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on small a21 at x/d=3.29
for case I. The top, middle and bottom rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉,
〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.16: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29
and r/d=0.347 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.17: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29
and r/d=0.422 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.18: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29
and r/d=0.459 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.19: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29
and r/d=0.496 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.20: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=3.29
and r/d=0.571 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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negatively correlated at this location. The dissipation rate for φ2 is highest at this
location for case I. This is consistent with the mean φ2 profile which has the largest
gradient around this location. At r/d = 0.422 (Fig. 3.17), the results are similar
to r/d = 0.347. However, the dissipation rate for φ1 dramatically increases at this
location for case II. The highest dissipation rate for φ1 is still located in the lower edge
of the self-conditioned JPDF, indicating large dissipation rates are still rare events.
The conditional dissipation for φ1 and φ2 still share similar shapes at this location for
both cases and the cross-dissipation has negative values for both cases. At r/d = 0.459
(Fig. 3.18), where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes bimodal for both cases I and
II, the magnitude of dissipation of φ1 for both cases decreases, indicating a less steep
ramp-cliff structure at this location. For case I, it appears there are two peaks for
〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 and 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉. The upper and lower peaks are probably
due to the ramp-cliff structure between φ1 and φ2, the ramp-cliff structure between
φ1 and φ2-φ3 mixture, respectively. The appearance of the φ1-φ2 ramp-cliff structure
also indicates the slower mixing in case I. The lower peak in 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 is
higher because the required turbulent transport velocity is higher, hence generating a
steeper ramp-cliff structure. However, the lower peak in 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 is smaller
due to the presence of the co-flow air. On the φ1-φ2 mixing line, the dissipation rate
for φ1 is larger for case I than case II due to stronger turbulent transport and poor
mixing resulting from stronger shear layer between φ2 and φ3, and a lack of the shear
layer between φ1 and φ2 in case I. The dissipation rate for φ2 is highest at this location
for case II. At r/d = 0.496 (Fig. 3.19), The dissipation rate for φ1 increases for case
I but decreases for case II. The dissipation rate for φ2 continues to decrease for case
II. At r/d = 0.571 (Fig. 3.20), the dissipation rate for φ1 decreases for case I while
increases for case II. The dissipation rate for φ2 decreases for both cases. Moving
further away, for both cases, the dissipation rate for φ1 continues to decrease while
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the dissipation rate for φ2 first decreases and then starts increasing at r/d = 0.7
(not shown) due to larger gradient of the mean profile of φ2. For the bimodal self-
conditioned JPDF, the conditional dissipation rate for φ1 is lowest at the location
where the self-conditioned JPDF has the strongest bimodality in each case. At other
locations with bimodal self-conditioned JPDF, the dissipation rate for φ1 is larger.
The variations of the dissipation rates for φ1 in space are because higher horizontal
turbulent transport velocities are required in order to bring the φ2-φ3 mixture to
the locations near the jet centerline (large horizontal inward velocity towards jet
centerline), resulting a larger scalar value jump (drop) and a steeper cliff. Therefore,
〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 has a maximum at the location where the self-conditioned JPDF
becomes bimodal. Similarly, large horizontal outward velocity is required to bring
φ1 to the locations near the edge of the jets, also generating a steeper cliff than at
the location with the strongest bimodality. Therefore, the dissipation rate for φ1
increases near the the location where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes unimodal.
Since large horizontal turbulent transport velocities (both inward and outward) are
less likely, the probability of the occurrence of the ramp-cliff structure is also lower
at these locations. This is consistent with the self-conditioned JPDF results. Since
a1 is chosen as the mean value, therefore the conditioned scalar field is the mean
field. Towards the edge of the jet, the mean φ1 values decrease, hence a smaller scalar
value drop in the ramp-cliff structure than those closer to the centerline. Therefore,
the dissipation rate for φ1 is smaller at the location where the self-conditioned JPDF
becomes unimodal than at the location where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes
bimodal. The different ramp-cliff structures mentioned above are sketched in Fig.
3.21. In addition, large dissipation rates for φ1 are closer to centerline for case I (at
r/d = 0.347) than for case II (at r/d = 0.422) due to the larger turbulent transport
length scale in case I.
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Figure 3.21: Ramp-cliff structures at different r/d locations. The black line denotes
the mean φ1 profile. The red line represents the ramp-cliff structure resulting from
a large inward turbulent transport velocity (corresponding to the location where the
self-conditioned JPDF becomes bimodal). Yellow line represents the ramp-cliff struc-
ture at the location with strongest bimodality of the self-conditioned JPDF. The
blue line represents the ramp-cliff structure resulting from a large outward turbulent
transport velocity (corresponding to the location where the self-conditioned JPDF
becomes unimodal again). The dashed lines denote the maximum slopes.
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Figure 3.22: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.265 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.23: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.339 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.24: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.376 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.25: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.414 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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Figure 3.26: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.488 for case I (Left) and case II (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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The results for smaller annulus at x/d=6.99 are shown in Fig. 3.22 to Fig.
3.26. The general trends are similar to those at x/d = 3.29. At r/d = 0.265, the
dissipation rates for φ1 and φ2 are already large since this location is very close to
the location where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes bimodal. For case II, the
dissipation rates for φ1 and φ2 are relatively small at this location. At r/d = 0.339,
the dissipation rates for φ1 and φ2 decrease for case I as this location is close to the
location with the strongest bimodal self-conditioned JPDF while the dissipation rates
for φ1 and φ2 increase for case II. At r/d = 0.376, the dissipation rate for φ1 is lowest
for case I and highest for case II. The dissipation rate for φ2 is highest at this location
too for case II. The intermediate dissipation rates for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉 extend to
higher JPDF region in case I, consistent with the strong turbulent transport but poor
mixing of case I. Moving further away from the jet centerline, the dissipation rate of
φ1 increases at r/d = 0.414 and then decreases at r/d = 0.488 for case I while the
dissipation rate of φ1 is the lowest near r/d = 0.414 in case II. The dissipation rate for
φ1 in case II also first increases and then decreases moving further away the centerline.
Similar to x/d = 3.29, the dissipation rate for φ1 is also the lowest near the location
having the strongest bimodality of self-conditioned JPDF. Therefore, the shapes of
ramp-cliff structures have a similar trend to those at x/d = 3.29.
The results for larger annulus are generally similar to the smaller annulus.
Close to the location with strongest bimodality of self-conditioned JPDF, the dissi-
pation rate for φ1 is the lowest. (Fig. 3.27)
3.5 Conclusions
We experimentally studied the self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on filtered
scalar fields and scalars POD modes in coaxial jets along with its transport equation.
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Figure 3.27: The self-conditioned dissipation conditional on large a21 at x/d=6.99
and r/d=0.443 for case III (Left) and case IV (Right). The top, middle and bottom
rows are for 〈(χ1|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, 〈(χ2|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉, and 〈(χ12|φ1, φ2)|a1, a21〉.
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The self-conditioned diffusion and dissipation were also obtained.
For the self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on the locally filtered scalars,
the results are qualitatively different for small and large values of 〈φ”2〉L. The
self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on small SGS variance is unimodal and has a
Gaussian-like shape. The variations in physical space are small with only the peak of
the self-conditioned JPDF evolving with the local mean. However, the self-conditioned
JPDF conditioning on large SGS variance has large variations in physical space with
peaks shifting from one to the other within a small distance in space and changes
in shapes. In addition, near the center of the filter, the self-conditioned JPDF is
bimodal, directly indicating the existence of ramp-cliff structures in the flow. With
these conditioning variables, the ramp-cliff structures tend to appear near the center
of the filter.
For the self-conditioned JPDF conditioning on the scalars POD modes, differ-
ent from the statistics conditioning on the local values, the statistics can be compared
at different locations since the conditioning variables and their values are the same,
therefore important full-field spatial structures can be obtained. The results show that
the self-conditioned JPDF are also qualitatively different for small and large values
of a21. For small a21, the self-conditioned JPDF is unimodal and has a Gaussian-like
shape. Also, the spatial variation is small with the peak following the mean profile.
The initial mixing configuration is lost. For large a21, the self-conditioned JPDF are
generally unimodal close to the jet centerline with a tail. A second peak appears
moving towards the jets edge and the self-conditioned JPDF is bimodal in a small
range of r/d locations. This spatial variation directly shows existence of the ramp-cliff
structures in the flow. The φ1 and φ2-φ3 mixture are highly segregated both in the
physical space and scalar space and the mixing configuration is similar to the initial
mixing configuration (Mixing between φ1 and φ3 must involve φ2). Different from the
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FJDF results where case II (IV) always has a wider range of bimodality than case
I (III), bimodal self-conditioned JPDF generally appear at smaller r/d locations for
case I (III) due to larger variance close to the centerline, but extends to larger r/d
locations for case II (IV) due to wider variance profile and higher values of variance.
Therefore, large variance is conducive to bimodal self-conditioned JPDF.
The self-conditioned diffusion streamlines directly converge to the local mean
and the self-conditioned dissipation rates are relatively small and uniform for small
a21, indicating well mixed scalar structures. For large a21, the self-conditioned dissi-
pation results further reveal the characteristics of the ramp-cliff structure at different
locations and show that the ramp-cliff structure is less steep at the location with
strongest self-conditioned JPDF bimodality. For the bimodal self-conditioned JPDF,
higher turbulent transport velocities are required to bring φ2-φ3 mixture in to the
location where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes bimodal or to bring φ1 out to
the location where the self-conditioned JPDF becomes unimodal, thus resulting in a
steeper ramp-cliff structure. The self-conditioned diffusion has a well-define manifold
when the self-conditioned JPDF is bimodal and the streamlines first move to the
manifold and continue along it to a stagnation point. The curvature of the manifold
in case I (III) is larger than in case II (IV), indicating slower mixing process due to a
lack of the shear layer between φ1 and φ2. The manifold provides a mixing path for
the two mixtures corresponding to the two peaks in the self-conditioned JPDF.
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Chapter 4
Implementation of the two-photon
LIF technique for planar
measurements
In this section, we will discuss the progress and various technical issues in
implementing the iodine photodissociation based technique, including I2 photodis-
sociation process, I atom excitation, seeding of iodine, removal of LIF signal of I2
excited at 532nm, LIF of hydroxyl(OH) excited at 298nm.
4.1 Introduction
Previous studies(Zhao et al. 2009, 2010, 2011) have shown that I2 can be
photodissociated by the 532nm laser. The ground state I2 can be excited to state
(3Π+ou) and state (
1Π1u). State (
1Π1u) is repulsive and spontaneously dissociates into
two I atoms rapidly while state (3Π+ou) could only predissociate, but this process is too
slow compared with others, therefore the predissociation is negligible. The advantage
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of using 532 nm for photodissociation is that it only results in ground state I atoms,
which can be detected by the 298nm TPLIF later. Besides 532nm, 266nm laser is
needed for photodissociation too. This is because when seeded in hydrocarbon flames,
I2 results in four iodine containing species: I2, HI, CH3I and atomic I. In order to
use the concentration of I atoms as a conserved scalar, I2, HI and CH3I need to be
photodissociated. Previous studies(Zhao et al. 2009, 2010, 2011) have shown that a
266nm laser pulse is able to photodissociate all these species while a 532nm laser pulse
can only photodissociate I2. However, in the process of photodissociation of I2, HI
and CH3I by the 266nm, part of I atoms can enter into an excited state, labeled as ’I
∗’.
Direct measurement of I∗ using PLIF would require another wavelength. We avoid
this complication by the quenching characteristics of I∗, which could go back to the
ground state I through quenching. It is shown by Zhao et al. (2010) that the ground
state oxygen(O2) has a near-resonant electronic energy transfer with I
∗ and it could
quench I∗ very effectively. Although the quenching is much smaller near the reaction
zone due to low oxygen level and high temperature, pyrolysis dominates in this area.
The typical quenching time scale in flames is approximately 300ns. This time scale
is much shorter than the chemical time scale in flames for I(on the order of ms). We
exploit this disparity in time scales to achieve nearly I∗ free measurements. After the
PD laser pulses, I∗ generated in the photodissociation process will return to ground
state I atoms, in the mean time, this time is too short for any chemical reactions to
consume I. Therefore, by imaging I atoms approximately 300ns after the PD pulse
of 266nm, we avoid the complication of I∗ to obtain accurate measurement of I. We
note that for ξ > 0.8, I elements exist mostly as the form of I2 and the PD of I2 by
532nm only results in the ground state of I atoms while I elements exist mostly as I
atoms due to high temperature for ξ < 0.6 where photodissociation is unnecessary.
The mass fractions of HI and CH3I are significant only between 0.6 < ξ < 0.7 with
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Figure 4.1: Iodine photodissociation schemes by 532nm and 266nm.
the peaks near ξ = 0.7, where the mole fraction of I elements in HI and CH3I is about
30% of the total I elements. Thus the PD 266nm is mostly used to photodissociate
HI and CH3I near ξ = 0.7. With a time lag of 300ns between 266nm and the TPLIF
298nm, this would result in approximately 4-5% measurement uncertainties. The PD
dynamics by 532nm and 266nm mentioned are summarized in Fig. 4.1. After the
photodissociation completeness, a 298nm laser is used to excite the ground state I
atoms (5p2P 03/2). I atom excitation scheme is shown in Fig. 4.2. The ground state
I absorbs two 298nm photons to state (6p2P 03/2) and then goes through spontaneous
emission with photons at 804nm to state (6s2P5/2). The state (6p
2P 03/2) could also
absorb another 298nm photon and go through the ionization process, therefore the
signal collected by an imaging system is expressed as (Eckbreth 1996):
R(T ) = η · Ω
4π




where T is time, η is the effective quantum efficiency of the imaging system, Ω is the
collection solid angle, V is the collection volume, NI is the number density of I atoms,
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Figure 4.2: I atom excitation scheme by 298nm.
W2ν(T ) is the two-photon absorption rate coefficient, A is the Einstein coefficient for
spontaneous emission, Q is the collisional quenching rate coefficient, Wi(T ) is the
photonionization rate coefficient and Φ is the spectral overlap function between the
excitation laser and the TPLIF transition. The W2ν(T ) and Wi(T ) are expressed as:
W2ν(T ) =





i(T ) · σi · λ
hc
(4.3)
where i(T ) is the excitation laser pulse radiance, which is the 298nm radiance, α2ν
is the two-photon absorption cross section and σi is the photonionization cross sec-
tion. One observation here is that a quenching free regime can be achieved when the
















Figure 4.3: Linearity pre-check between TPLIF signal and laser irradiance.
quenching rate coefficient, Q (It is assumed that the spontaneous emission rate is
negligible compared with the other two). This can be achieved with a ’large’ 298nm
radiance and the criterion for 298nm radiance would be lessened in flames as Q de-
creases with temperature. And equation (4.1) also implies that the collected TPLIF
signal would be linearly dependent on the excitation laser’s radiance when Wi(T )
dominates. By saying that, a linearly dependence of signal on radiance would also
mean corrections for quenching are not needed. To take the advantage of this feature,
a linearity pre-check between TPLIF signal and 298nm pulse energy is required since
a criterion is needed, in which the linear dependence of signal on radiance and the
quenching free characteristics can be warranted. An example of this linearity check
is given in Fig. 4.3.
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4.2 Experimental setup and challenges
In order to achieve sufficient signal level for the relative large flow rates in
Sandia flames, a significant amount of iodine(approximately 0.5% of the mass flow
rate) needs to be seeded in the fuel stream. Hoever, iodine is solid at room tempera-
ture. Hiller and Hanson (1990) have shown that the seeding concentration of iodine
through sublimation from iodine crystals in a simple container is within 10% of the
saturation value. However, the gas flow rate in their work was much smaller than
the Sandia flames. For large gas flow rates, the iodine container needs to be heated
to increase the seeding concentration. In the mean time, the seeding level needs to
reach the saturation vapor pressure in order to have accurate control of the iodine
mass fraction. We found that a major problem of this seeding method is that there
is significant iodine deposition along the flow path (in tubes and jets); therefore a
fine particle filter is necessary because otherwise the iodine particles would interfere
with Rayleigh scattering imaging. However, iodine corrosion causes damages of the
the particle filter in a relatively short period of time and the deposition blocked flow
path. Another method using a fluidized-bed mixing chamber was proposed by Hiller
and Hanson (1990), which, however is difficult to achieve since iodine flakes tend to
adhere to each other. In our experiment, water bath is currently used to heat the
iodine containers and maintains a relatively stable temperature. We separate the
Sandia flame gas flow into 2 streams, one with a small flow rate passes through the
iodine container and is then combined with the other. The water temperature is
calculated with iodine saturation vapor pressures such that iodine vapor is still sat-
urated after combination. This could significantly reduce the particle deposition but
still maintain a good TPLIF signal level.
TPLIF and Rayleigh scattering are used simultaneously to obtain mixture
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Figure 4.4: A schematic of the experimental setup.
Figure 4.5: The timing scheme of laser pulses.
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fraction and temperature. The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig.
4.4. The 298nm laser pulse, generated by a dye laser that is pumped by a second
harmonic Nd:Yag laser, is used for TPLIF since the atomic I has a strong two-photon
transition at this wavelength. The TPLIF emission from iodine atoms is at 804nm.
Another second harmonic of Nd:Yag laser, labeled as ”Rayleigh 532nm” is used for
Rayleigh scattering measurement. A frequency-quadrupled Nd:Yag laser, labeled as
”PD 266nm”, is used for photodissociation too. However, the effective Rayleigh cross
sections of the gases appear to be slightly altered by the high energy PD266nm laser
pulse, therefore the Rayleigh 532nm pulse has to arrive before the PD266nm pulse.
Using the above arrangement, we found that there is a strong LIF signal of I2
excited by the Rayleigh 532nm pulse, which interferes Rayleigh scattering signal and
also implies part of the I2 is not photodissociated. Previous study (Kireev et al. 2013)
has shown there is strong fluorescence of iodine vapor excited at 532nm. Fig. 4.6
shows the ratio of the iodine molecules LIF signal by 532nm to the Ryaleigh signal of
pure air. The LIF signal of iodine by 532nm with seeding level at the saturation vapor
pressure and room temperature can be as high as 1.4 times the Rayleigh signal of
pure air. Therefore another PD laser pulse, labeled as ”PD 532nm” is used to further
photodissociate I2. This PD 532nm laser pulse overlaps with other laser pulses in
the field of interest. A short pass filter is used to remove any residual LIF signal.
The results in Fig. 4.6 show there is still around 20% difference between the Raleigh
signal(from the Rayleigh 532nm beam) of air seeded with iodine and that of pure
air, suggesting additional PD 532nm lasers are required. Different time lags between
the PD 532nm and the Rayleigh 532nm are also tested (Fig. 4.6), the results do not
depend on the time lag between the two 532nm beams(tested from 100ns to 1000ns),
suggesting that there is no recombination of I atoms during this period. The timing
scheme of laser pulses is shown in Fig. 4.5 . The timing lag between the Rayleigh
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Figure 4.6: LIF signal of iodine molecules excited by 532nm.
532nm and the TPLIF 298nm needs to be small to ensure that the measurements can
be considered as simultaneous.
Anther issue we found is that methane/air laminar flame excited by the 298nm
laser beam has apparent LIF near the reaction zone even when the flow is not seeded
with iodine, as shown in Fig. 4.7. The signal strength is comparable to the iodine
TPLIF signal, therefore, this signal interferes with the TPLIF signal. It is likely that
this LIF signal is the fluorescence of the hydroxyl radicals since the A← X transition
of OH is near 300nm (Dyer and Crosley 1988). There have been previous studies of
OH LIF using laser wavelengths at approximately 280nm (Atakan et al. 1997), at
282.75nm (Johanssan et al. 2011), at 287.9nm (Nguyen et al. 1996) and at 360.4nm
(Kllner et al. 1990). Since the dominant LIF signal of OH is between 300nm and
340nm (Nguyen et al. 1996), which is far away from the TPLIF signal of I(804nm),
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Figure 4.7: LIF signal of OH radicals in flames excited by 298nm.
it can be eliminated by placing a long-pass filter (RG780 color filter) in front of the
TPLIF camera lens.
The pulse energy of the lasers is 200mJ, 300mJ, 200mJ and 15mJ, respectively
for PD 532nm, the Rayleigh scattering 532nm, PD 266nm and the TPLIF 298nm.
A telescope consisting of a plano-concave cylindrical lens with FL of -500 mm and a
spherical lens with FL of 750mm are placed in the beam path of Rayleigh 532 beam to
form a collimated beam sheet above the burner (Fig 4.4). The TPLIF 298nm beam is
focused with a spherical lens with FL of 1000mm. Both focal points of the spherical
lenses are above the burner. A dichroic mirror that transmits 532nm but reflects
298nm is used to combine Rayleigh 532nm and 298nm beam and another dichroic
mirror that transmits both 532nm and 298nm but reflects 266nm is used to combine
these three beams. The PD 532nm only overlaps with the other three beams in the
field of interest. In order to completely photodissociate I2 and the reaction products
(HI and CH3I) in the whole width of the Rayleigh 532nm beam and the TPLIF 298nm
beam, the beam widths of the PD 532nm and PD 266nm have to be large enough to
ensure that the energies of photodissociation pulses are relatively uniform across the
widths of the probing beams, therefore the focal points for PD 532nm and PD 266nm
are off the burner.
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The TPLIF signal from I atoms is collected with an Andor ICCID camera(DH734-
18F-73), which is equipped with a custom lens arrangement consisting of a 85mm focal
length Zeiss lens followed by an Achormat with focal length of 160mm and diameter of
80mm. The Rayleigh signal is collected with another Andor ICCID camera(DH334-
18F-63), which is also equipped with a custom lens arrangement consisting of a 85mm
focal length Nikon lens followed by an Anchromat with focal length of 160mm and
diameter of 80mm. The exposure times of the two ICCID cameras are less than
100ns to suppress the effect of chemiluminescence in the flame. The Rayleigh images
of reference jet, which are used for energy corrections, are recorded with a PCO-1600
camera. The energy of TPLIF 298nm, is imaged by a fluorescence window and a
PCO-1400 camera. The vertical registration (geometrical alignment of images) be-
tween DH734 and DH334, vertical registration between DH334 and PCO1600 are
performed by using a fine wire to block part of the laser beam at the upstream. A
sample image of the fringes is shown in Fig. 4.8. The location of shadows in differ-
ent images can be used to determine the relative vertical location of cameras. The
vertical registration between DH734 and PCO-1400 is performed by matching 298
beam profiles. A sample image of the 298 beam obtained in DH734 and PCO-1400
cameras are shown in Fig. 4.9. The peak and shape of the beam profile in the vertical
direction are used to determine the relative locations between these two cameras. The
horizontal registration between DH734 and DH334 and the correction for the small
angle between DH734 and DH334 are performed with a line grid target as shown in
Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.8: A sample image of the fringes generated by two wires blocking part of the
532nm beam upstream.
Figure 4.9: A sample image of 298 beam profile in DH734 (left) and PCO1400 (right).
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Figure 4.10: A sample image of the line grid target in DH334 (left) and DH734 (right).
4.3 Data Reduction procedures
The Rayleigh signal is modeled as:




where SRay, ResRay, I, σeff , T, BackgroundRay are the Rayleigh signal intensity, the
camera response, the laser intensity, the effective Rayleigh cross section, the temper-




xi and σi are the mole fraction and Rayleigh cross-section of the ith species in the
local mixture.
The ResRay term includes all factors that are independent of the laser intensity
and the scalar values: the solid angle of the collection optics, the quantum efficiency
of the camera and the lens vignetting. It can be obtained through calibration. In
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our experiments, we use a reference jet(an air flatfield) to monitor laser beam profiles
and then the relative response is obtained.
In our experiments, the laser energy of TPLIF 298nm beam is sufficiently large
to ensure that the TPLIF signal intensity is linearly proportional to the laser intensity
and effects of quenching can be neglected, thus the two-photon LIF of iodine can be
modeled as:
SLIF = ResLIF · ILIF ·NI +BackgroundLIF (4.6)
where SLIF , ResLIF , ILIF , NI , BackgroundLIF are the TPLIF signal intensity, the
camera response for LIF, the laser intensity, the number density of I atoms and the
background signal intensity. The quantity of interest in flames is ξ, so it is preferred
to express SLIF in terms of ξ too. The number density of iodine atoms is proportional
to the number of molecules from the jet stream in the local mixture if we assume dif-
ferential diffusion is negligible (In flame D, Reynolds number is 22400), therefore NI
and the Njet can be expressed as:




where xjet is the local mole fraction of the jet stream and NA is the Avogadro’s





where Mjet and Mlocal are the molecular weight of the jet stream and local mixture.











NI ∝ ξρ (4.11)
where ξ and ρ are mass fraction and local mixture density. Substitute NI into Equa-
tion (4.6) we have:
SLIF = C · ILIF · ξ · ρ+BackgroundLIF (4.12)
where C is a constant.
The laser intensity is monitored by sampling the 298nm beam. We use a
wedged window to split a small and fixed portion of the energy to a UV absorp-
tion glass and a CCD camera is used to record the fluorescence, which is linearly
proportional to the laser intensity, as shown in Fig. 4.11.
The number density of atomic I (NI), mixture density (ρ) and Rayleigh cross-
section (σ) are needed to determine the mixture fraction. Fig. 4.12 shows that the
Rayleigh cross-sections are largely on a ’line’ in the 3-D scalar space and Fig. 4.13
shows that the densities are almost restrained in a plane (Shown as the reference
plane in the figure). Therefore, it is determined experimentally that the Rayleigh
scattering cross-section and mixture density in the Sandia flames depend only on
mixture fraction and temperature to a very high degree of accuracy, i.e. ρ = ρ(ξ, T )
and σeff = σ(ξ, T ), even under the conditions of local extinction and reignition. We
further found the Rayleigh cross-section is only weakly dependent on the tempera-





















Figure 4.11: Verification of the linear relationship between the 298 pulse energy and
signal of the fluorescence window.
dent of temperature and this assumption could lead to errors of up to 2% in Rayleigh
cross section for typical combustion gases. We have shown the number density is
proportional to the mixture fraction and mixture density (NI ∝ ξρ). With these
relationships, both mixture fraction and temperature can be obtained from the mea-
sured iodine number density and Rayleigh scattering signals. The use of fact that the
Rayleigh cross-section and mixture density only rely on mixture fraction and tem-
perature avoids the strong two-step chemistry assumption used in previous studies.
These dependencies also hold in the DLR flames and are likely to be valid in other
standard flames in the International Workshop for Turbulent non-premixed Flames;
therefore, the present technique may be applicable to a wide range of flames. We use
Sandia flames data from Dr. Barlow to obtain the dependence of σeff and ρ on ξ and
T . Then look-up tables for σeff and ρ are obtained for data reduction.
We use the scatter plot of (SRay, SLIF ) to match (
σeff
T
, ξρ) for data reduction,
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Figure 4.12: Rayleigh cross section’s distribution with ξ and T in Sandia flames.
Figure 4.13: Density’s distribution with ξ and T in Sandia flames.
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Figure 4.14: A schematic of data matching.
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Figure 4.15: Reference data conditional on mixture fraction.
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Figure 4.16: Reference data conditional on temperature.
since they are linearly proportional to each other at each direction(SRay ∝ σeffT and
SLIF ∝ ξρ), as shown in Fig. 4.14. Here SRay and SLIF represent the Rayleigh sig-
nal and LIF signal that have accounted for the laser intensity and lenses response.
After the matching of (SRay, SLIF ) and (
σeff
T
, ξρ), the mixture fractions and temper-




Fig. 4.14, it appears that there is a drop in the LIF signal strength compared with
the reference LIF on the rich side. This is probably due to the incomplete iodine
photodissociation mentioned above. In the rich mixture, the iodine concentration is
higher, hence incomplete photodissociation will lead to larger signal drop on the rich
side. In addition, our data points are out of the range of Dr. Barlow’s, resulting from
measurement noises. Therefore we have to use another method for data reduction.
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S ′LIF = ξρ (4.14)
S ′Ray and S
′
LIF are the scaled Rayleigh and LIF signal for matching. Although it looks
easier that we could divide SLIF by SRay and get an equation to solve for mixture
fraction, the noises in our data and error propagation will not allow us to do this.
By doing conditional on mixture fraction (Fig 4.15) and temperatures (Fig 4.16 ), we
found that the data points conditional on temperatures in (RayRef , LIFRef ) space are
clustered within a small range while data points conditional on mixture fractions are
located along lines passing through the origin point and those lines are within at least
moderate range of (RayRef , LIFRef ), especially on the fuel rich side. It suggests that
solving for mixture fraction first is much more sensitive to measurements errors than
for temperature, therefore, the algorithm to solve for temperature first is more stable.
An iterative is used to determine the temperature and mixture fraction. An initial
estimate for the local Rayleigh cross section is made, then temperature is obtained
from Rayleigh measurements. The Rayleigh cross section is selected for the initial
estimate because the change of the local Rayleigh cross section over the whole mixture
space is relatively small and is independent of temperature. From ξ = 0 to ξ = 1,
the Rayleigh cross section increases by roughly only 35%. And then ρ is considered
reversely proportional to T in the first run (This could lead up to 10% error in ρ),
then mixture fraction can be determined from TPLIF measurements and this mixture
fraction value is used for corrections for Rayleigh cross section in the initial estimate.
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4.4 Preliminary results
Fig. 4.17 shows the preliminary results obtained using the TPLIF experi-
mental method and compared with the reference by (Barlow and Frank, 1998). The
general trend matches the reference until close to the stoichiometric ratio, where the
noises dominate. On the lean mixture side, the experimental results are wider than
the reference results due to the measurements noises. Near the stoichiometric ratio,
the signal is significantly lower due to lower density resulting from higher tempera-
ture. On the rich mixture side, the general trend differs from the reference. This is
due to the lower LIF signal resulted from the incomplete photodissociation. There-
fore, the next step for this experiment will include using another 532nm lasers to
further photodissociate the iodine molecules and improving the noise to signal ratio
(e.g. further increasing seeding level of iodine vapor). If the signal to noise ratio
is improved, the TPLIF method will probably produce more accurate results than
previous Raman technique.
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Appendix A Snapshot POD method
The POD is a powerful tool for data analysis but the direct POD method usu-
ally requires high computing power. A new algorithm called the snapshot POD was
introduced by Sirovich (1987). The snapshot POD interchanges the time and physi-
cal space in calculating the basis and significantly reduces the size of the covariance
matrix, hence reducing the computing power required.
Let C denote the covariance matrix using the direct POD method (average in
time t) and Cs denotes the covariance matrix using the snapshots method (average
in space x). Φ is an m by n data matrix (m is the image number and n is the number
of the measurement points). Each row in Φ is a group of data in an instant and each
row is uncorrelated with other rows.
Direct POD method covariance matrix:
C = ΦTΦ (n ∗ n) (1)
snapshot method covariance matrix:
Cs = ΦΦ
T (m ∗m) (2)
Singular value decomposition of Φ:
Φ = LΣRT (3)
where L is an m by m orthogonal matrix , Σ is an m by n rectangular diagonal matrix
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and R is an n by n orthogonal matrix. Then C and Cs can be expressed as:































Equation (4) and (5) are the diagonalized forms of C and Cs. Σ
TΣ and ΣΣT are
n by n and m by m diagonal matrix and have the same non-zero elements. Therefore,
C and Cs have same eigenvalues. Note R and L are the eigenvectors of C and Cs and
they are the spatial modes and temporal modes respectively.
The proper orthogonal decomposition of Φ using the direct method:




The time coefficients are:
A = ΦR = LΣ (7)
Using the snapshot method:
ΦT = ΨsA
T




Here As is the eigenvectors of covariance matrix by the snapshot method,









By normalizing ΨTs and As by the factor of the elements in Σ, the results of
the snapshot can be matched to the direct method.
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